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Introduction

Welcome to the 1st workshop Towards Ethical and Inclusive Conversational AI: Language Attitudes, Linguistic Diversity, and Language Rights, co-located with EACL 2024!

Our work on the intersection of language ideologies, language rights, and conversational AI started in 2021 within EU COST Action "Language in the Human-Machine Era" (LITHME). Researchers working on the crossroads of these topics contributed to three editions of international LITHME conferences in 2021-2023, and more focused work on language ideologies and conversational AI has been performed during the CONVERSATIONS 2022 workshop. Finally, we decided to give it the shape of a workshop at EACL 2024 in order to reach a broader academic audience and intensify the exchange within the language technology community.

While we have seen a rapid increase and diversification of language-based technologies over the last two decades, their development is still very much driven by technology designers and technologically relevant concerns. Users' needs and their communicative affordances have played a minor role and are often only addressed when commercial interests are at risk. For example, the dialogue patterns of conversational AI tend to lack adaptability to different user groups and their sociocultural contexts. Overall, technologies are based on structural notions of language and are still not able to do justice to the complexity of human communication.

In addition, the human rights regulation of AI-based conversational technology is scarce in many areas. When it comes to language rights, striking a balance between technological advancement and ensuring that conversational technology contributes positively to linguistic diversity and inclusion is essential. Addressing this requires a holistic approach that involves dialogue and collaboration among technologists, linguists, policymakers, and communities affected by conversational AI systems.

In addition, training data used to build conversational AI of the newest generation is mostly conceptually and medially written language. Furthermore, existing methods prioritize the formal and mechanized aspects of language, neglecting the gestural, social, and emotional elements that are fundamental to communication. Signed languages, due to their inherently multimodal nature and spatial-contextual dependencies are still excluded from the conversational AI space.

While the socio-linguistic community is intensively discussing the issues mentioned above, these topics have not yet completely arrived in the Computational Linguistics and NLP community. The goal of the workshop is to bring together researchers from all communities and intensify the academic exchange in order to cultivate a multidisciplinary approach to the development of conversational AI that can better serve diverse global audiences.

The program of TEICAI 2024 includes two keynote talks, seven paper presentations and one round-table discussion.

The organizing committee would like to express its appreciation to the authors who submitted papers, the reviewers, the panelists, and the invited speakers for their invaluable contributions. We are already looking forward to the workshop’s next edition!

Best wishes,
The TEICAI organizing committee
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Keynote Talk: Culturally-Aware Educational Language Technologies

Justine Cassell
INRIA Paris, France
2024-03-22 09:30:00 – Room: Bastion 1

Abstract: Children seamlessly shift their ways of speaking, adopting and adapting language they hear spoken by adults around them, as well as constructing their own variants. These speaking styles play an important role as children experiment with who they want to be, and how they want to be perceived. They also allow children growing up in situations where different dialects or languages are in contact to mark their affiliation to dominant and minority ethnic, racial, and gender identities. Young people who move between marginalized and mainstream communities often report code-switching as a way to maintain affiliation with their home community, while also making their way in a world where the standard dialect is associated with various kinds of success. However, moving back and forth may lead to what Ogbu (2008) has called “oppositional culture” to describe how school systems may inadvertently set up a situation where the student feels the need to define her identity contra the expectations of the school, and for that reason to refuse the dialect that the school insists on. Unfortunately, language technologies, including and very persistently, educational technologies, may inadvertently carry negative stereotypes about ethnicity and how it is carried in language, leading to stress and lack of a sense of agency as children try to navigate a path that allows them to benefit both from the support of their community and the opportunities offered by mainstream education. My students and I have examined this issue by building “culturally-aware” educational language technologies, and specifically “virtual peers” that either speak only the child’s own dialect, or that model a code-switching strategy between what linguists call low-prestige and high-prestige dialects. Results using a variety of methodological approaches, in both one-shot and longitudinal studies, demonstrate the positive impact of technology such as these that take issues of culture, and of power, into account on children’s school performance. On the other hand, careful assessments of the children’s reactions to the technologies shows that they will need further development to improve the children’s own internalized biases against low-prestige dialect speakers.

Keynote Talk: Language Technology for Equality, Diversity and Inclusion

Bharathi Raja Chakravarthi
University of Galway, Ireland
2024-03-22 14:40:00 – Room: Bastion 1

Abstract: Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) is an important agenda across every field throughout the world. Language as a major part of communication should be inclusive and treat everyone with equality. Today’s large internet community uses language technology (LT) and has a direct impact on people across the globe. EDI is crucial to ensure everyone is valued and included, so it is necessary to build LT that serves this purpose. Recent results have shown that big data and deep learning are entrenching existing biases and that some algorithms are even naturally biased due to problems such as ‘regression to the mode’. Our focus is on creating LT that will be more inclusive of gender, racial, sexual orientation, persons with disability. Over the past few years, systems have been developed to control online content and eliminate abusive, offensive or hate speech content. However, people in power sometimes misuse this form of censorship to obstruct the democratic right of freedom of speech. Therefore, it is imperative
that research should take a positive reinforcement approach towards online content that is encouraging, positive and supportive. Until now, most studies have focused on solving this problem of negativity in the English language, though the problem is much more than just harmful content. Furthermore, it is multilingual as well.

**Roundtable: The magic components of success: multidisciplinary collaboration among language rights, language ideology and conversational AI communities.**

**2024-03-22 16:00:00 – Room: Bastion 1**

**Abstract:** Discussions about difficulties and key success factors in multidisciplinary projects have been ongoing since multidisciplinary collaborations exist, and the problems mentioned in those discussions frequently echo each other and include problems with communication, differences in terminology, theories and research methods, different approaches to knowledge creation and different community cultures. While these issues are still valid in the TEICAI community, we would like to look into more specific issues related to the specific communes of language ideologies, language rights and conversational AI, and structural issues related to research organisation, funding and academic culture in general. In the round table, we want to highlight personal perspectives of researchers involved in multidisciplinary collaborations on the intersection of conversational AI, language ideologies and language rights. We want to listen to perspectives of researchers in different career stages:

- working mainly on technology and collaborate with researchers in language ideologies and/or language rights;
- working mainly in language rights and/or language ideologies and collaborating with researchers working mainly on technology aspects of conversational AI.

Further, we want to zoom out and understand how these personal experiences are embedded in a bigger picture of academic research. Following the end of the roundtable, we will be dedicated to translating these discussions into a tangible set of recommendations aimed at fostering an ethical and inclusive future for conversational AI. These guidelines will be published across a variety of channels, aiming to inspire and provide direction to both the existing and next generations of field practitioners.

**Panellists**

- Nina Hosseini-Kivanani (PhD student, University of Luxembourg, LU)
- Doris Dippold (Senior Lecturer, University of Surrey, UK)
- Valentina Pyatkin (Postdoctoral Researcher, Allen Institute for AI, USA)
- Justine Cassel (Professor, INRIA Paris, FR and CMU, USA)

Moderator: Sviatlana Höhn (Postdoctoral researcher, LuxAI, LU)
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Abstract

In healthcare, agency refers to the ability of patients to actively participate in and control their health through collaborating with providers, informed decision-making and understanding health information. Conversational agents (CAs) are increasingly used for realizing digital health interventions, but it is still unclear how they are enhancing patient agency. This paper explores which technological components are required to enable CAs impacting on patient agency, and identifies metrics for measuring and evaluating this impact. We do this by drawing on existing work related to developing and evaluating healthcare CAs and through analysis of a concrete example of a CA. As a result, we identify five main areas where CAs enhance patient agency, namely by: improved access to health information, personalized advice, increased engagement, emotional support and reduced barriers to care. For each of these areas, specific technological functions have to be integrated into CAs such as sentiment and emotion analysis methods that allow a CA to support emotionally.

1 Introduction

In recent years, conversational agents (CAs) have gained significant attention in the healthcare industry for their potential to revolutionize patient care and empower individuals to take control of their health (Bates, 2019). These computer-based systems use artificial intelligence (AI) and natural language processing (NLP) to simulate human-like conversations and provide personalized support and information to patients. They can answer questions, provide medical information, remind patients of medication schedules (Tschanz et al., 2018), and even provide mental health support (Denecke et al., 2020b), all in a conversational format. This interaction model is particularly significant because it closely aligns with the natural human tendency to talk, making these tools both intuitive and effective for a wide range of patients. However, there is a need to explore by which technological components CAs are enabled to impact on patient agency and how this impact could be measured and evaluated. Incorporating this knowledge into the development of healthcare CA would help to ensure that patient agency can be positively impacted by the use of these systems.

Patient agency has been defined in different ways. Street et al. consider patient agency in the context of communication between patient and healthcare professional and define it as self-efficacy and empowerment (Street Jr et al., 2009). In contrast, O’Hair et al. rather consider the participatory aspect of patient agency and claim that “patient agency requires skills across the spectrum of participation in care, ranging from active participation in medical encounters and decision-making to self-care skills for managing everyday health-related activities” (O’Hair et al., 2003). Another perspective on agency is related to health literacy and the language of health information and patient-doctor interaction (Hunter et al., 2015).

By agency in healthcare we refer in this paper to the ability and empowerment of patients to actively participate, make informed decisions and exercise control over their health and healthcare. It includes the ability to access, understand and use health information, to engage in a collaborative decision-making process with healthcare providers, and to take proactive steps to manage their health and well-being (Bok et al., 2022). The importance of this issue is underscored by the evolving role of patients in their healthcare journey (Joseph et al., 2020).

This definition emphasizes the multifaceted nature of agency, highlighting not only the decision-making and self-management aspects, but also the critical role of understanding and engaging with health information, which is particularly relevant in
the era of digital health solutions realized as CAs. Therefore, in the context of health CAs, agency refers to the extent to which these digital tools enhance or facilitate patient empowerment and involvement in their healthcare.

It is important to consider the agency of CAs in healthcare separately from traditional apps, as the interactive nature of conversations can make the experience more engaging and less passive. Navigation and interaction are very different. Many CAs are built with Artificial Intelligence and learn or adapt based on user interactions, allowing for more tailored and relevant responses over time, unlike static health apps. CAs can provide immediate feedback and answers to health-related questions, which is not always the case with other health apps that may require navigation through different sections to obtain information. CAs, especially those with well-designed personalities, can create a sense of connection and trust that is harder to achieve with standard health apps. They can handle more complex interactions, such as follow-up questions or clarifications, providing a deeper and more satisfying user experience. Advanced CAs can understand and respond to context, providing more relevant and personalized advice than traditional apps.

In previous work, we introduced a framework supposed to support evaluation and development of health CAs (Denecke, 2023). It comprises concrete metrics for evaluation, heuristics but also checklists that can be used during the CA development to ensure quality of the developed system. The aim of the current paper is to extend the framework by metrics to ensure that a health CA positively impacts on the patient agency. For this purpose, we will first answer the question on how a health CA can impact on patient agency. Then, we will assess how the existing framework covers the aspects of agency identified. Finally, we will collect metrics and checklists to be added to the framework to cover the facets of agency and measure agency.

2 Methods

In this paper, we answer the following research questions (RQ):

- RQ1: How do CAs impact on patient agency?
- RQ2: Which technology is needed to achieve the impact on agency?
- RQ3: How to evaluate the impact of the technology on agency?

To answer our research questions, we first identify aspects how CAs contribute to patients’ agency. This will be done based on existing work related to the development and analysis of CAs in healthcare (Denecke et al., 2019; Gashi et al., 2021) and by reviewing literature on health CAs. Secondly, we collect the technological requirements that a CA must fulfill in order to ensure that the effects identified in the first step can be achieved, i.e. that a specific health CA can have an impact on the agency. This is done by analyzing an example of a health CA and mapping of the agency aspects from step 1 to technologies that are used to contribute to agency. In a third step, we evaluation categories and metrics to allow researchers and developers to evaluate the impact of their CA on patient agency. Figure 1 summarizes the method and its results.

Hypothesizing that CAs implement specific technologies and functionalities to achieve an impact on the patient agency, an evaluation requires first to assess whether the technology needed to achieve an impact on agency is available in a CA with a required quality. Therefore, we map the development and evaluation framework proposed by Denecke et al. to the aspects of agency that have been identified in the first step (Denecke, 2023). The framework considers nine aspects from a general perspective (accessibility, ease of use, engagement, classifier performance, flexibility, content accuracy, context awareness, error tolerance, security), five aspects from a response generation perspective (appropriateness of responses, comprehensibility, speed of responses, empathy, linguistic accuracy), one aspect from a response understanding perspective (understanding), and three aspects from an aesthetics perspective (background color and content, font type and size, button color, shape, icon) (Denecke, 2023). It makes suggestions for tools and heuristics to evaluate these aspects. The framework comprises aspects to be considered not only as part of a system evaluation, but already during the development. We will identify missing aspects to measure and ensure the impact on agency and come up with suggestions for additional metrics based on available literature for extending the framework.
3 Impact of Conversational Agents in Healthcare on Patients’ Agency

CAs applied in healthcare contexts, i.e. to deliver health interventions, can impact on patients’ agency in several ways. These characteristics (C) of the impact are listed in the following and shown in figure 2.

**C1: Improved access to health information and health literacy:** Through dialogue, CAs can help improve a patient’s understanding of their health condition and treatment options (May and Denecke, 2020). They can be accessible 24/7, providing patients with immediate answers to their questions. They can even guide patients through the decision-making process, providing tailored information to help them weigh up the pros and cons of different treatment options. This constant availability can help reduce the knowledge gap and increase the patient’s ability to self-manage health issues in real time.

**C2: Personalization and tailored advice:** CAs can adapt their responses based on patient input, providing a more personalized healthcare experience. This can empower patients to make informed decisions tailored to their specific needs and circumstances. Even more advanced CAs can provide personalized health advice based on the patient’s health records and current health state, which can be more effective than generic information (Kocaballi et al., 2019).

**C3: Improved patient engagement:** CAs can engage patients more actively in their healthcare journey (Denecke et al., 2020a). They can monitor patient symptoms and provide feedback or reminders, which can help patients understand the implications of their health behaviors (Larbi et al., 2022). By fostering a two-way interaction, CAs can help patients feel more involved and in control of their health decisions. Engaged patients are more likely to be proactive in their care (Barello et al., 2012), which is a critical aspect of agency.

**C4: Emotional support and trust:** CAs can provide emotional support to a patient, creating a sense of trust and comfort (Meng and Dai, 2021). This can encourage patients to express their concerns more openly, leading to better care and treatment compliance. When offering psychological support, CAs can help patients cope with the emotional aspects of their health conditions, which can be empowering and improve their overall wellbeing (Denecke et al., 2020b).

**C5: Reducing healthcare barriers:** For patients with disabilities or those who are less tech-savvy, a CA can be more accessible and easier to use than traditional apps. For individuals in remote areas, those with mobility problems or those who fear stigmatisation, CAs can reduce barriers to accessing health services and advice, thereby increasing the ability of these patients to seek and receive care (Nadarzynski et al., 2021).

4 Example: Emotion regulation with SERMO

In this section, we consider a concrete example of a CA and analyze which functionalities it includes to achieve the various aspects of patient agency. SERMO is a health CA for regulating emotions and dealing with thoughts and feelings (Denecke et al., 2020b). It implements elements for cognitive
behavior therapy. Specifically, it asks the user on a daily basis on events that happened and emotions caused by these events. Depending on the emotion, appropriate suggestions are made to the user. SERMO improves access to health information and in this way the user’s health literacy (C1). It provides information on the system and its capabilities, but more importantly on cognitive behavior therapy which is the underlying clinical model and explains emotions. Also information on counseling services is provided, however, not by the chat function but by the app in which the CA is integrated.

SERMO is actively collecting information on events and emotions from the user natural language input and analyses them using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques and emotion analysis methods. Based on this information, tailored advice is given (C2). Only information explicitly entered by the user is used for this personalization of advice.

Using the mood diary, users can keep track of their emotions and how they handled them. SERMO helps in setting goals and in monitoring the emotions over time. In this way, it supports in understanding their behavior and how to deal with it (C3). The collected information can be discussed with a therapist which contributes to active decision-making and engagement.

A core element of SERMO is the recognition and classification of emotions and provision of appropriate advises. This is realized using NLP and emotion analysis methods. In this way, SERMO provides emotional support (C4). It could be used 24/7 without the need of a therapist or physician, thus helps in reducing healthcare barriers (C5) - however, it has not yet been assessed how SERMO should be used and integrated into care processes. Beyond, it relies only on written text meaning that individuals with visual impairments or limited reading skills would be excluded from using this health intervention.

5 Characteristics of technology to achieve agency

The example provided descriptions of functionalities and technologies that are needed to support patient agency by health CAs. Table 1 maps the agency aspects from section 3 to the technologies required to achieve an impact and evaluation aspects from the health CA development and evaluation framework.

NLP and Natural Language Understanding (NLU) enables CAs to understand and interpret patient input accurately. Such understanding is needed to provide relevant and helpful responses when patients are using a health CA for accessing health information (C1). Additionally correct medical knowledge is required to let a CA provide health information. Eight aspects from the evaluation framework are related to these technological aspects that are relevant to ensure the quality of NLP and NLU including correctness of the provided information. Accessibility and usability of a CA are also essential for improving access to information.

Based on user preferences or user characteristics a CA can tailor advice and information to individual patient needs, preferences, and health histories. Presuming personalization or tailoring techniques are integrated in a CA (C2), CAs can empower patients to make informed decisions.

Health CAs can collect information from the user directly or from integrated sensors and monitoring technology (C3). In this way, the health status can be monitored and shown to the patient together with feedback by the CA. An active reporting of CA-requested health data into the chat (e.g. nutrition information) engages the patient and helps reflecting behavior. Additionally, feedback or reminders given by the CA integrate a patient into the care process. To benefit from this, user engagement is required, an aspect that is already in the evaluation framework.

Sentiment or emotions analysis technologies as well as NLP and NLU technologies are required for enabling a health CA to provide emotional sup-
port (C4). The framework includes three aspects necessary to realize high-level emotional support, namely understanding, empathy and linguistic accuracy. Similar to a patient-doctor relationship, also the patient-to-CA relationship should be characterized by trust. Good understanding of the patient’s input by the CA is essential to create a trustful relationship. Additionally, ensuring the confidentiality and security of patient data is essential for building trust and encouraging honest and open communication, reflected by the aspect security in the framework.

An intuitive and easy-to-use interface is crucial for ensuring that patients of all ages, health literacy levels, reading skills and tech-savviness levels can interact effectively with the CA. Providing support in multiple languages as well multiple data entry and output options (e.g. voice recognition and speech-to-text) can enhance accessibility and comprehension for a diverse patient population (C5).

We have two aspects in the evaluation framework addressing these factors: accessibility and ease of use.

6 Measuring Patient Agency

In the previous section, we identified aspects from the technological perspective that are prerequisites for achieving an impact on patient agency resulting from the usage of a health CA. However, we can recognize that this technological perspective is missing the human factors’ perspective of patient agency. The human factors’ perspective rather involves measuring how the interaction with a health CA impacts on a patient’s ability to make informed decisions, to manage their health, and to actively participate in their care. To consider this facet also as part of the health CA evaluation and development framework (Denecke, 2023), we suggest to add an additional dimension, called "Human factors Perspective" and collected categories and metrics that can be used to measure impact of health CA usage on patient agency. They are summarized in the following linking them to the 5 characteristics of agency introduced in section 3 and shown in Table 2.

Improved access to health information and health literacy (C1) as well as tailored advice (C2) and patient engagement (C3) impact on health literacy, decision making confidence and self-management capabilities. Accordingly, we identified metrics that allow measuring these aspects: The Decision Self-Efficacy Scale measures the self-confidence or belief in one’s ability to make decisions, including participation in shared decision making (O’Connor, 2002). The Health Literacy Questionnaire (HLQ) (Sørensen et al., 2013) assesses a patient’s ability to understand health information and make informed decisions. The PAM-13 (Hibbard et al., 2005) measures self-reported knowledge, skill, and confidence for self-management of one’s health or chronic condition.

Emotional support and trust (C4) could be considered as patient satisfaction with the treatment (Friedel et al., 2023). Patient-reported outcome measures (PROM) and patient-reported experience measures (PREM) are standard tools for measuring patients’ perspectives on the care they receive, the treatment process, and related issues. PROM typically focuses on specific treatment outcomes through questionnaires, such as those assessing health-related quality of life. In contrast, PREM gather insights into patients’ experiences of healthcare services and provides direct feedback to healthcare providers. This feedback is used to improve the system and promote integrative care.

Reducing healthcare barriers, i.e. the access to healthcare services is difficult to measure. It could be indirectly measured as health-related quality of life, e.g by SF-36 Hays et al. (1993) or EQ-5D (https://euroqol.org/) assuming that health-related quality of life increases when healthcare services can be accessed. SF-36 or EQ-5D can indirectly reflect patient agency by assessing how health status affects the patient’s day-to-day life and perceived control over their health. EQ-5D is a well-known and widely used health status instrument (Devlin and Brooks, 2017). SF-36 (Ware et al., 1996) is a 36-item patient-reported survey of the health status.

7 Discussion

In this paper, we identified possible impacts of CAs in healthcare on patients’ agency. They include improved access to health information, tailored advice, improved engagement, delivering emotional support and trust as well as reducing healthcare barriers (RQ1). We aggregated several technological aspects that are prerequisite for achieving these impacts on patient agency. They comprise NLP and NLU, sentiment and emotion analysis techniques integrated in health CAs, access to knowledge sources, personalization techniques, and monitoring technology (RQ2). To evaluate the impact
Table 1: Technology required to achieve an impact on the patient agency as well as relevant technical aspects from the health CA evaluation and development framework (Denecke, 2023)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency aspect</th>
<th>Required technology</th>
<th>Aspects from the framework (Denecke, 2023)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Access to knowledge sources and integrated knowledge, understanding user needs, natural language processing (NLP) and natural language understanding (NLU) technologies</td>
<td>Accessibility, ease of use, content accuracy, linguistic accuracy, understanding, comprehensibility, flexibility, classifier performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Understanding user input, information on user characteristics and user preferences, personalization techniques</td>
<td>Context awareness, appropriateness of responses, understanding, security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Monitoring technology, sensors, collecting user data, feedback mechanisms / reminders, interpretation of data</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Sentiment or emotions analysis technologies, NLP and NLU technologies</td>
<td>Understanding, empathy, linguistic accuracy, security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Easy-to-use interface, multilinguality, multiple data entry and output options</td>
<td>Accessibility, ease of use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Human factors perspective together with evaluation aspects and metrics to be added to the CA evaluation and development framework (Denecke, 2023) to consider patient agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Possible metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact on self-management capabilities</td>
<td>Health Literacy Questionnaire (HLQ) (Sørensen et al., 2013), PAM-13 (Hibbard et al., 2005), Decision Self Efficacy Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact on patient satisfaction with treatment</td>
<td>PROM, PREM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact on access to healthcare services</td>
<td>Indirectly measured through health-related quality of life, e.g by SF-36 (Hays et al., 1993) or EQ-5D (<a href="https://euroqol.org/">https://euroqol.org/</a>)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of CAs on patient agency, it should be assessed on the one hand whether the required technologies are available and of good quality, which could be realized by considering evaluation aspects of the health CA evaluation framework (RQ3) (Denecke, 2023).

On the other hand, for evaluating the impact of a health CA on the patient agency (RQ3), we identified examples of metrics that could be used to measure the impact of health CA usage on patient agency. For the single aspects such as quality of life or health literacy there exist multiple assessment tools. We only presented some examples of metrics that might be useful. More research is needed on testing whether these metrics and scales are useful to assess the impact of health CA interaction on the agency of a patient.

Our work has been optimistic in the sense that we believe in a positive impact of the use of health CAs on patient agency. However, there could be negative impacts if CAs hinder patient agency. Some examples are described in the following: If a CA’s NLP capabilities are limited, it may struggle to understand and respond accurately to complex health queries, reducing its effectiveness and patient trust. Generic, one-size-fits-all responses may be less helpful and fail to address individual patient concerns, undermining patient agency. In previous studies it was found that users often do not know what to ask or write when addressing a health CA (Denecke et al., 2020a) which can be a significant barrier, especially for older or less tech-savvy persons. Providing outdated or inaccurate health information can lead to misinformed decisions, negatively impacting patient health and trust. If a CA cannot access or use existing patient health records, its advice may be less relevant or accurate. Concerns about data security and privacy can deter patients from sharing sensitive informa-
tion, limiting the effectiveness of the CA. A lack of multilingual support can exclude non-native speakers or those with limited knowledge of the CA’s operating language. CAs that fail to recognize or respond appropriately to health emergencies can pose significant risks to patient safety (Denecke et al., 2019).

Furthermore, patients may become overly reliant on CAs for health information and decision-making, leading to reduced engagement in their own health management and critical thinking about their health choices. If a CA provides information that is too complex, inaccurate, or not context-specific, patients might misinterpret it. This misunderstanding could lead to poor health decisions. Over-dependence on CAs might lead to reduced interaction with healthcare professionals, which can be detrimental. Human elements like empathy, experience-based intuition, and detailed understanding of a patient’s history are critical for effective healthcare. If the algorithms driving the CA are biased, the information and recommendations provided could be skewed, leading to unequal and potentially harmful guidance for certain patient groups. Technical issues like errors in understanding language, limited response capabilities, or system downtime can lead to frustration and reduced patient confidence in managing their health. CAs providing too much information, or information that is not prioritized based on the patient’s immediate needs, can overwhelm patients, making it challenging for them to make informed decisions.

In addition, research on health CA has shown that their design, including complexity of responses and persona, significantly influences their effectiveness in providing health information (Biro et al., 2023). However, concerns about accuracy, cybersecurity, and the inability of AI-led services to empathize may compromise patient engagement with CA (Nadarzynski et al., 2019). These examples show that there is a huge need to systematically assess impact of health CAs on patient agency. Our research therefore contributes a first step towards ensuring that health CA have a positive impact on patient agency. Clearly, it is based on experiences and needs validation and extension in future.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we assessed how health CA can impact on patient agency. By focusing exclusively on patients’ agency - rather than that of healthcare professionals - this paper contributes to the growing discourse on patient-centered technology in healthcare, and offers insights and recommendations for the future development and implementation of CA. We conclude that, provided the appropriate technology is chosen, health CAs can have an impact on patient agency, but careful design is needed to achieve such impact and to ensure a positive impact on agency. Typically, studies of health CAs examine their effectiveness in relation to a health outcome or usability. Research is needed to understand which technologies have which effects on agency. Studies measuring the impact on patient agency are still lacking and has to be done in future.
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Abstract

This position paper will analyze LLMs, the core technology of CAs, from a socio-technical and linguistic perspective in order to argue for a limitation of its use in academia, which should be reflected in a more cautious adoption of CAs in private spaces.

The article describes how machine learning technologies like LLMs are inserted into a more general process of platformization, negatively affecting autonomy of research. Moreover, fine-tuning practices, as means to polish language models are questioned, explaining how these foster a deterministic approach to language.

A leading role of universities in this general gain of awareness is strongly advocated, as institutions that support transparent and open science, in order to foster and protect democratic values in our societies.

1 Introduction

Ever since the deployment to the general public of Chat-GPT, the public debate has promptly polarized around an excessive enthusiasm or an equally disproportioned alarm toward systems like Conversational Agents (hereafter CAs), that employ a technology supported either partially or entirely by machine learning algorithms. Recognizing a frequent failure in identifying the strong continuity these technologies manifest with their predecessors, this position paper will try to connect to each other the very diversified criticalities of the deployment of these technologies to identify the risks they pose for individual and institutional autonomy.

This position paper will focus on a specific class of deep learning architectures, Large Language Models (LLM), since they represent the core technology that constitutes Conversational Agents (CAs). This paper will advocate that specifically academia, given its (in principle) neutral position in society, in between and above interests of the market and the necessities of the state and its government, should take a clear stand for the limitation of LLMs, as industry-driven technologies, in its domain of competence (i.e. universities, research institutes). By doing so, academia may be able to influence society regarding its judgement and attituded toward devices such as CA that in most cases rely on LLMs.

Relying on LLMs, CA belong to those technologies developed and deployed by American high-tech private companies and growing literature (Van Dijck et al., 2023; Van Dijck, 2021; Benn and Lazar, 2022; Tafani, 2022; Hovy and Spruit, 2016) is showing the serious ethical and socio-technical problematics of a technological development that increasingly witnesses a concentration of power in a few private enterprises. Moreover, various comprehensive analyses have highlighted the negative effects of LLMs and data collection and profiling practices more in general (Couldry and Mejias, 2019; Weidinger et al., 2022; Matz et al., 2023; Andrić and Kasirzadeh, 2023). However, the alarming implications of these studies for individual and institutional autonomy, despite authors do not abstain to account for them, are too often underestimated.

It is sensible to argue that this general attitude to consider of secondary importance the warnings of scholars, technicians and activists (Chomsky, 2023; Harari, 2018) about the dangers of a techno-economic monopoly and user profiling undermines the soundness of technological development itself, as well as the integrity and autonomy of public research institutions (Kerssenssens and van Dijck, 2022). Indeed, autonomy of universities is crucial to ensure that democratic values are preserved in a society. Nevertheless, critiques to the current modalities of technological development are often casted aside, mostly perceived as a major impediment to the progress of society (Tafani, 2022) – arguably implying an understanding of progress only driven and substantiated by technical advance-
Universities should foster and protect free, autonomous and creative research as a foundational value of its existence, resulting in a natural opposition to any policy, favored by the implementation of specific designs of a technology, that hinders in any way the free practice of autonomous scientific inquiry. Indeed, it is important to recognize how philosophical reflections, promoted by autonomous academic research, must sustain technological development, by ensuring a solid base for ethical decisions that (should) have the ultimate say in the deployment to the society at large of technically complex tools intended to serve and support (when not replace) very diverse human activities.

This article will describe the dependency of LLMs from a platform society (2.1) to argue for a lack of autonomy of research in the presence of a techno-economic monopoly. Section 2.2 will describe how this results in a structural dependency of academia from big tech companies and section 2.3 will argue for the inappropriateness of the use of opaque technologies in academic research. In section 3 the processes involved in fine-tuning will be outlined to question the validity of models that propose a deterministic and one-sided view of language. Thus, a critical analysis of the implications of leaving to private companies the modeling of language and the use of these models to generate language in robots or devices (e.g. CAs) is proposed. By evaluating the critical characteristics of CAs through the examination of the problematics of LLMs, this paper will advocate for the necessity of academia to assume a leading role in the identification of the dangers of the dominating trends of technological development, to favor a shift toward more democratic ones.

2 LLM and CAs as an opaque product of a platform society

2.1 Platformization

Research conducted by José van Dijck in the last decade is of fundamental importance to gain a complete picture of the socio-technical context in which LLMs and CAs are developed.

What van Dijck proposes is an analysis of the recent socio-political and socio-economic changes within the frame of a platformization process, a process that is transforming our societies as industrialization did in the past. Platformization is described as a dynamic that happens within a platform ecosystem, understood as “a corporate space” (Van Dijck et al., 2023, p.3441) that is commonly known to be controlled by five American private companies (Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft, GAFAM). This ecosystem is a socio-technical infrastructure that is able to penetrate the public and private spheres, increasing the dependence of the latter on their services. Van Dijck described the complex dynamics that govern this platform ecosystem, “hierarchical and proprietary in nature” (Van Dijck et al., 2023, p.3441) as a data-driven system which survives nourished by a continuous collection of data. This ecosystem presents a layered structure of three levels where the Big Five have been increasing their presence and control. The deeper level of the infrastructure is constituted by underwater cables and data centers that ensure the collection and distribution of data, while the intermediate level includes the cloud services necessary to process the data. The sectoral applications (e.g. mobility or educational apps) depend on these “lower” infrastructures and the vertical integration across the three levels of infrastructures. Increasing the dominance of private corporations in the deeper level and the intermediate level is resulting in an overall privatization of the Internet space which was initially intended to overcome the geopolitical barriers and interests to serve as a “utility, independently organized and managed” (Van Dijck et al., 2023, p.2805).

Therefore, proposing an analysis that considers the advent of Artificial Intelligence in strict continuity with this progressive and accelerated penetration of private infrastructures into spheres that traditionally belong to the public domain is perhaps not ventured. Indeed, van Dijck points out how a specific feature of this ecosystem is its capability of posing itself outside of the traditional limits of the public and private spheres. In other words, this companies built a system which survives on the exceptionality of their position within the civil society, making laws and regulations hard to be applied. “Tech companies deliberately push their platforms to vacillate between sectors and infrastructures, between markets and nonmarkets, between private and public interests, between a marketplace for goods and services and a marketplace of ideas, while adopting features of both.” (Van Dijck, 2021, p. 2810)
2.2 A structural dependency

The deployment to the public of Chat-GPT falls under this well-established process of releasing technologies that are nurtured in their roots by the monopolizing nature of the system that created them (Van Dijck, 2021). This ecosystem sustains itself by datafication, strictly connected and dependent on the platformization described in 2.1. Datafication is the process of transforming activities performed online into data-points exploitable by private and/or public companies and institutions, and it is the result of the seamless flow of data across the three layers of the system, which ensures a solid control of the entire infrastructure that supports data collection and distribution (Couldry and Mejias, 2019). Eventually, this made possible for tech companies to gather data deep enough to train a model that has enough parameters (or weights) to perform surprisingly well in NLP and language generation, paving the way for more human-like CAs (Couldry and Mejias, 2019). However, it is important to mention studies that have recently shown how it is possible to have seemingly performant language models that rely on smaller datasets (van Dijk et al., 2023). Thus, it is perhaps possible to imagine artificial neural networks that do not necessarily rely on immense quantity of human data. Nevertheless, it is generally acknowledged the monopoly of the Big Five in the development and deployment of LLMs, which naturally draws the attention of researchers concerned about the ethical implications of these models to the ones that are most commonly used in both private and public contexts. The benignity of some language models trained independently, on non-opaque datasets with transparent methodologies in the pre-training and fine-tuning phases do not fall in the scope of this paper. It is the monopoly of tech-companies over LLMs and the consequent imposition of their theoretical assumptions and designs what poses serious concerns for the autonomy of research, since in the majority of cases universities have to rely at least on the pre-training phases provided by private tech companies (Kersessens and van Dijck, 2022). The power gained in the last decades by GAFAM across the layers of the digital infrastructure makes the creation of an independent system extremely costly (Karpathy, 2023) and ostensibly less efficient for any small tech enterprise whether private or funded by the university or the government.

This is a first direct influence of private corpo-
of larger LLMs and this already poses some concerns about the appropriateness of employing such artifacts as tools intended to support academic research, while valuing transparency as a fundamental principle for a more open science. A straightforward example of the negative repercussions of this opacity (together with a frequency-driven nature of the model) is that “LLMs are trained to predict the likelihood of utterances”, which does not predict its correctness and “this may present a theoretical limit on LM capabilities to detect misinformation” (Weidinger et al., 2022, p. 218). Furthermore, it was shown how this opaqueness does not conform to privacy regulations and democratic principles that constitute the foundations of substantial freedom in democratic societies (Weidinger et al., 2022; Andrić and Kasirzadeh, 2023; Couldry and Mejias, 2019). Thus, universities and research institutes that support democratic values within a society have the social responsibility to limit, at least within its direct domain of actions, the indiscriminate adoption of highly controversial technologies on the socio-technical and socio-economic level.

It is also true, however, how a first, crucial, step toward this desirable academic policy is to recognize the controversial status of these technologies. Nevertheless, due to the blurred distinction between public and private sectors created within this platform ecosystem (see 2.1), it is often not easy also for researchers to spot the ambiguities and criticalities of these processes, as university and research more in general are themselves part of this process of platformization (Kersessens and van Dijk, 2022). Indeed, the lack of awareness of university’s overreliance on Big Tech companies’ infrastructures and services appears to be a rather established phenomenon, as it is demonstrated by the regular practice to use Google Scholar as a starting point of any literature search, which lies at the foundations of any scientific investigation. The implications for diversity of the literature and the consequent autonomy of scientific studies are rarely sounded out.

Thus, to conclude this first section, it is reasonable to view LLMs and CAs as a general phenomenon of strengthening the dominance of big tech companies in both public and private sectors (including academia) and a natural continuation of the development of technologies that mostly follow the logics of the market. In the following section, we will analyze how the socio-political problematics highlighted in this first part of the article cannot be completely separated from the more technical concerns that can be raised regarding the development of language models, that follow the structures and logics of a commercial company.

3 Modeling language for machine learning: is it really appropriate?

In linguistic research, the practice of creating language models is uncontroversial and largely employed to propose and explain theories of language. Models enable us to visualize and better understand the mechanisms of phenomena like language that are not directly accessible via simple observations and descriptions. We need theories and hypotheses to model language and we need models to argue for those same theories and hypotheses. A good definition of a scientific model is the one that defines it as a “visualization of entities non representable in other ways, in their reduction to an empirical description, in the simulation of the logico-structural characteristics of a research object, via the creation of isomorphisms and analogies.” (‘modello’, 2023). van Dijk et al.’s (2023), explains the large potential these language models have for research in language acquisition, as they represent a statistical model that informs us of the possibilities of statistical learning likely at play in language acquisition. Set aside the ethical controversies connected to the use of opaque systems, this can be an overall correct use of a language model. Indeed, in this type of research scenario, the language model would serve the role of a model that supports the scientific understanding of reality (language acquisition, in this case). On the other hand, when (large) Language Models are fed into a system created specifically to interact with humans, like in the case of CAs, the situation substantially changes. Firstly, the model, initially intended as a hypothetical approximation of how language works, becomes a generative system that is meant to imitate a natural, human phenomenon like speaking. More concretely, CAs are intended to use a language that meets syntactic, pragmatic and discourse standards that are inevitably decided by their developers (Karpathy, 2023; Kasirzadeh and Gabriel, 2023). These standards are manually inserted during the fine-tuning process, which needs human intervention to categorize responses that are considered appropriate or correct. The problem of this common practice, known as Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF), is the aprioristic choice that
lies beneath any categorization of this kind. Indeed, LLMs undergo two phases of their training: the first one (pre-training) where parameters are created and fed into the neural network and the second phase, which prepares the model to be able to answer questions. This second phase consists of a process called fine-tuning. Fine-tuning makes use of labels that have to be assigned to different types of potential responses a CA can give to the user. This is meant to make a first alignment to human conversational conventions, by teaching the algorithm which responses are more desirable or more correct. Fine-tuning is commonly the phase where researchers try to operate most interventions (Kasirzadeh and Gabriel, 2023) to reduce toxicity, inappropriateness and biases of the model often shown to be a major issue for social discrimination and perpetuation of stereotypes (Weidinger et al., 2022; Andrić and Kasirzadeh, 2023). However, the question of whether it is really possible to clean these models from biases and what this really entails is often avoided. In a recent talk held at the Symposium of philosophy of science, AI and machine learning, Tom Sterkenburg described how biases are rather natural outcomes of LLMs because of the naturally biased nature of human data on which they are trained (Sterkenburg, 2023). Moreover, he also explained how this biases are also model-dependent. Thus, it is perhaps a “false problem” to talk about biases in LLMs, and focusing the large part of AI ethic research on the removal of biases that cannot ultimately be removed risks to be counterproductive. Nevertheless, what it seems even more crucial in order to understand the need for a change in perspective is to further analyze the implications of this “fight” against biases of the algorithms. Kasirzadeh and Gabriel’s (2023) proposed an application of the knowledge of pragmatics to CAs, employing Gricean maxims and Speech Act theory to elaborate a set of rules that an ideal CA should follow in order to be a desirable conversational partner. The elaboration of these rules are intended to propose a pragmatic approach for the long-standing problem of what can be considered a human value general enough to be universally extended. However, the proposal only succeeds in demonstrating the methodological inadequacy of applying linguistic theory to commercial products meant to be used by a wide variety of people in a large set of diversified contexts. Linguistic theories, such as Speech Act theory and Grice maxims (Huang, 2016; Mabaquiao, 2018) do not have to be understood as rules humans have to follow to have a successful conversation. Rather, they were proposed to describe conventions and general patterns that are hypothesized to be at play in human linguistic interactions. Thus, they should not be understood as directly applicable to automated processes. Indeed, the essential problematic of CAs is the automation that lies at the core of its functioning. Automating a process such as language, which linguists still struggle to understand as a phenomenon and which manifests itself as a creative, continuously changing and evolving process is intrinsically problematic. Automating it on the base of a model mostly grounded on statistical probabilities and a subsequent labeling process may easily lead to a deterministic view of language, with non-negligible consequences for autonomy of the user repeatedly exposed to a pre-determined language. This approach is in line with a more general approach, often referred to as a "new behaviorism" (Tafani, 2022). In this regard, we signal the thorough analysis conducted by Benn and Lazar’s (2022) about Automated Influence.

Therefore, the problem does not resolve itself on the decision of which type of labels is best to assign, but the concerns lay on the very nature of the labeling process necessary for fine-tuning. Indeed, labeling excerpts of texts can endanger freedom of thought and expression, as it implicitly conveys what is allowed and what is better avoid saying. This can be argued from evidence we have from speech alignment (Pickering and Garrod, 2004) that showed how interlocutors tend to align to the language of their addressee on various linguistic levels (syntactic, lexical, phonological, pragmatic). Thus, it is reasonable to hypothesize that a similar pattern of alignment can occur also when the interlocutor is not human, but it successfully imitates human language. The intention here is not to argue for a direct impact of CAs on users, as in an online alignment to the CA which eventually results in a permanent alteration of language use of the individual user. There is no scientific basis to hypothesize such an outcome. The purpose of this last consideration is rather highlighting how speech alignment studies can inform us about the capacity language has to shape and modify itself and its environment according to necessities and contexts, and how this is directly linked to how humans adapt and adjust depending on the situations and interlocutors. Thus, it is important to critically understand what it means to engage in various con-
aversations with devices that successfully resemble human language, while this resemblance is a product of very different mechanisms from the ones that operate in the human brain (van Dijk et al., 2023).

Indeed, one of the inherent characteristics of human language is precisely the capacity of creating an infinite set of possible outputs given a finite set of items (Hauser et al., 2002). Setting aside the fact that the state of LLMs seems to resemble quite the opposite situation, the free creation of linguistic material, highly interrelated with thought generation and its free expression, can be seriously challenged by a view that considers language a large set of items that can be labeled according to pragmatic conventions, wrongly interpreted as rules to follow, and policies that set standards for what it can be considered civil to say. Thus, more research is needed that addresses this issue, before deploying to the public technologies of which the long-term effects are mostly unknown.

It is now, perhaps, easier to understand why the problems with language modeling are also deeply interrelated with the fact that LLMs that are more commonly used are mostly developed by private corporations that are inevitably imposing a unilateral, English-centered and Western-centered model of language – for obvious reasons connected to the centralization of tech-power in American companies described above. Therefore, it is not easy to disentangle the problems inherent to language models and problems related to the monopoly over these by GAFAM. In other words, it is difficult to research LLMs and their design with sufficient objectivity, if what is currently mostly available on the market is only one way of doing things (with few variations).

Freeing machine learning technologies from a monopoly that interests a large portion of the globe is crucial to ensure enough diversity in technological research and development, which is at the foundation of effective and meaningful research intended to benefit society as a whole. Researchers in the field of linguistics, data and computer science, electronic engineering, philosophers, psychologists and sociologists should be able to conduct their individual and collaborative work independently, both from a socio-psychological perspective and technical perspective. Indeed, they should not be dependent on private companies for the delivery of tools and expertise, nor they should suffer from an imposition of a specific design of language and interaction, mostly designed to induce the user to stay hooked to the device (Matz et al., 2023; Hovy and Spruit, 2016; Couldry and Mejias, 2019).

In order for societies and governments to envision these problematics and promote practices and regulations that support an open and democratic technological advancement, it is essential that the university, as a social party that historically fosters diversity of thought and free creation and circulation of knowledge, takes a clear stand in the limitation of the expansion of highly controversial technologies in research and society.

4 Limitations and conclusions

As it was already pointed out by van Dijk et al.’s (2023), deep learning technologies are a “moving target” considering the fast pace at which their training and deployment is moving. For this reason, it is not possible to discuss the abilities LLMs will have in some months. However, this state of the art should prompt academia to reflect once again on the appropriateness and overall safety of this general acceleration, driven by unconstrained release of technologies by private companies that puts researchers in serious difficulties when attempting to investigate with lucidity and transparency these tools.

Moreover, it is not among the intentions of this article to deny the numerous benefits LLMs may have for research. Indeed, the implicit proposal of this dissertation is the distinction between LLMs used for research purposes – once ensured autonomy, fairness and transparency – and LLMs implemented in CAs, meant to be used by private users for different goals. Within this distinction, benefits for research are positively reviewed, while benefits for the private user are questioned. Furthermore, the fine-tuning practices largely employed with an intention to improve the model and polish it from biases and toxicity are critically reviewed. It is, indeed, proposed a view that questions the validity of automation of language from a methodological perspective, arguing that it supports a deterministic approach to linguistic data and human behavior more in general.

Finally, we limit our critique to LLMs that employ parameters and architectures financed, developed and/or supported by private corporations that hold a great asymmetric power with public institutions and governments across the globe. Whether this interests the vast majority of LLMs currently used, it is left to the judgement of the reader.
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Abstract

This paper presents the initial steps taken to integrate language variations into conversational AI agents to enhance user engagement. The study is built upon sociolinguistic and pragmatic traditions and involves the creation of an annotation taxonomy. The taxonomy includes eleven classes, ranging from concrete to abstract, and the covered aspects are the instance itself, time, sentiment, register, state, region, type, grammar, part of speech, meaning, and language. The paper discusses the challenges of incorporating vernacular language into AI agents, the procedures for data collection, and the taxonomy organization. It also outlines the next steps, including the database expansion and the computational implementation. The authors believe that integrating language variation into conversational AI will build near-real language inventories and boost user engagement. The paper concludes by discussing the limitations and the importance of building rapport with users through their own vernacular.

1 Introduction

Conversational agents have become more widespread among end users in recent years. Skjuve et al. (2022) explained that conversational agents are expected to have “intelligent” behavior and create relationships with users. Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa are great examples of how we interact with conversational AI.

To foster effective communication and rapport, speaking in a similar manner to AI users is imperative. Vernacular is the spoken language style through which people communicate when they are relaxed, and their level of monitoring is low (Wardhaugh, 2005). Thus, conversational AI professionals should strive to incorporate the target user’s vernacular into their agent inventory. Our efforts go in the direction of how AI agents can respond in the target dialect. For instance, if a chatbot is set up to talk and write as a Paulista,¹ which lexical items and phrases would be relevant and representative of the Paulista dialect?

For that reason, this paper aims to outline the Language Variation Project at Alana AI (not operating anymore), which encompasses creating a database of expressions from Brazilian Portuguese (PT-BR) vernacular, especially those that vary according to the region and situation. As Labov informally stated, we understand variation as “different ways of saying the same thing” (Guy et al., 2007). Ultimately, it will be possible to use this database of expressions to build some sort of synonymy dictionary, enabling the AI agent to adapt its language according to the target end user’s dialect. Further applicability of this labeled data involves using it as an instruction dataset that allows for fine-tuning a Large Language Model (LLM).

This study is organized as follows: in section 2 a brief discussion about language variation and AI is made; next, section 3 lists the procedures for data collection; in the section 4, we present the annotation taxonomy; and finally, we discuss expectations for the next steps of the project.

2 Related Work

Considered the father of modern Sociolinguistics, Labov asserted that, to understand language structure, linguists should study language variation in its social context (Agnihotri, 2013). Language variation is influenced by several elements, and one of

¹Demonym to someone who was born in the state of São Paulo, Brazil.
them is social change. For instance, there are significant differences in speech between citizens from the state of Minas Gerais (Brazil) and those from the state of Santa Catarina (Brazil). This contrast happens due to the influence of cultural, geographical, and historical elements in their language.

Moreover, variation is a complex linguistic process. It can be multi-layered in the sense that it affects all language subsets: idiolects (“individual”), registers (“situational”), sociolects (group), dialects (region), and languages. Finegan and Biber (1994) went further and explained that the same patterns that motivate register variation also prompt sociolectal variation.

Therefore, our focus was on diatopic and diaphasic variation. Diatopic variation refers to the language variation related to geographical region differences, which is highly related to dialects; for example, the previously mentioned contrast between Minas Gerais and Santa Catarina. From another perspective, diaphasic variation concerns the variation that is established depending on the communicative context (Raso and Mello, 2012); for instance, the distinction between formal and informal situations.

Implementing these processes into a conversational AI is highly challenging. Chaves et al. (2019) discussed a case study in which they implemented register analysis in order to help a chatbot understand how to speak to the user, and they concluded that the user reaction was better after the implementation. On the other hand, LLMs can fail with low frequency or new regional expressions. We asked ChatGPT 3.5 to define the word *bruguelo* (meaning: baby). Not only did it not provide a definition but also it said there is no such a word in Portuguese. Google’s Bard was tested with the word *bruguelo* as well. Although Bard retrieved a reasonable answer, there was some kind of bug that mixed Portuguese and Persian.

Customer services agent and client interactions were also tested. The initial prompt described that the user and ChatGPT will simulate a virtual attendant-client interaction and it should respond as if it were a Mineiro. The client’s problem was “my computer broke and no one from the company responded to me.” ChatGPT’s response sounded unnatural considering the Mineiro’s dialect, it perpetuated racial slurs (*caboclo*) and the general tone of the message was not professional and polite.

In our case, the challenge is the high dependence on the context that regional expressions have. In the case of Brazilian Portuguese (PT-BR), this can be seen with the word “trem” in Minas Gerais, which can be associated with “train” as a means of transportation or an anaphoric referent to non-human concrete entities (Amaral, 2014). Therefore, the primary difficulty is the annotation of such words: what elements of interaction should be accounted for; which extra- and intra-linguistic factors should be included; how polysemous words should be classified?

If the annotation problem were solved, there would still be the issue of computational processing. Socially informed elements are quite complex to be handled computationally because chatbots would need to be enriched with computational models that can evaluate the conversational situation and adapt the chatbot’s linguistic choices to conform with the expected register, which is similar to the subconscious humans’ language production process (Chaves et al., 2021, p. 13-14).

Having computational handling in mind, the discussion of which computational procedure is suitable for this project is still in discussion but a viable option is described in section 5.

3 Data Collection

Guided by a corpus-driven approach, some regional expressions were collected in order to build a coherent taxonomy. In the initial attempt, we analyzed websites and academic papers focusing on regionalisms, compiling the expressions they featured. Further details about the taxonomy will be explored in section 4.

---

5Demonym to someone who was born in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil.
6Original text: *meu computador quebrou e ninguém da empresa me responde.*
7https://chat.openai.com/share/9aea38f3-3e92-417d-8bf1-a187ddc977d4
8McEnery and Hardie (2012) claims that a corpus-driven approach lets the corpus/data itself be the source of a “theory of language.”
In the second trial, we listed some criteria to collect sources of expressions to have more reliable classifications. The established criteria for collecting sources of expressions include:

1. having scientific evidence: sociolinguistic studies tend to concentrate on lexical variation, which is our focus so far;

2. being posted in a regional means of communication (e.g., city newspaper): regional media are prone to use their region dialectal expressions;

3. or, as the last resource, being in accordance with the annotator’s native speaker experience: the annotator has seen an expression in a website, in the media, or in a book that they think pertains to a certain region or situation. However, they must be sure that this is statistically relevant.\footnote{It could be done by searching the expression on social media like X.}

Alongside the expressions, such as “caô” (similar to “a lie” or “a bluff”), the annotator would also get an example of the expression in a sentence from the expression source or a social media post; for example, *vamo ver se ele tá de caô ou não* (“let’s see if he’s lying or not,” literally). The example sentence was also collected so that the annotator could analyze the meaning in context and do adequate annotation. The final course of action in the data collection phase is (i) selecting sources to extract expressions, (ii) listing the expressions found, and (iii) adding examples of sentences. Thus, the annotation is done based on examples taken from sociolinguistics academic articles, regional newspapers, or blogs. Hence, the tendency is to collect empirical data whether in its written or transcribed forms, in the case of speech data.

Our collection also covers toxic and inappropriate terms, such as the derogatory “boiola” (similar to “faggot”). By including these terms, our conversational agent will have a tailored stop-word list, enabling it to block messages and comments of toxic content efficiently. This customization guarantees the agent to identify and filter out specific toxic terms that might go unnoticed by more general toxicity tools.

### 4 Taxonomy

As previously stated, the taxonomy is data-oriented. We created a first draft of the taxonomy based on the collected data. There are eleven classes, ranging from more concrete to more abstract ones. INSTANCE refers to the expression itself; TIME points out to when the expression can be used (be it morning, afternoon, or night); SENTIMENT associates with polarity. On the other hand, STATE and REGION relate to where the expression is more used. Moreover, TYPE is the specific meaning the instance portrays, while GRAMMAR is the grammatical “status” of who is speaking (male or female; singular or plural). Finally, POS TAG is the instance’s morphological category; MEANING refers to the broader pragmatic meaning, and LANGUAGE is the language the expression is used, in this case, PT-BR. Table 1 displays how the taxonomy is organized with *vou chegar* as an example. This expression can be used in the following context:

**Speaker 1 (S1):** *Muito bom te ver,* S2. *Vou chegar agora porque minha mãe está esperando.*

Great to see you, Lucas. *I’m going to leave* now because my mother is waiting.

**Speaker 2 (S2):** *Beleza,* S1. *Conversamos mais depois*

Cool, Alice. We talk more later.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INSTANCE</td>
<td>“vou chegar”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>all day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENTIMENT</td>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGISTER</td>
<td>informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>MG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGION</td>
<td>Southeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>I’m leaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAMMAR</td>
<td>singular-noGender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS TAG</td>
<td>verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEANING</td>
<td>farewell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGE</td>
<td>PTBR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Taxonomy organization with the INSTANCE *vou chegar* as an example.

One of the most demanding and probably important classes is MEANING. Some of its attributes are greeting if the expression is used to start an interaction and farewell if the expression is used to end an interaction. This class deals with the instance’s pragmatic value; thus, as one can predict, as long as new expressions are collected, new attributes will be added to MEANING. Although it may generate an extensive list, our belief is that it can account for...
differentiating the various meanings in polysemous expressions and successfully conveying an expression’s pragmatic meaning. The current annotation process involves a considerable amount of manual labor, especially concerning the TYPE and MEANING classes. This manual annotation holds significance as it reveals the challenges that humans have while classifying and, very likely, that a machine would encounter too. To address this, we are contemplating the implementation of LLMs for annotation to accelerate the process but have humans in the role of annotation reviewers.

With the classes at hand, we decided to do a bottom-up annotation from the most concrete (INSTANCE) to the most abstract classes (LANGUAGE). This direction is useful because: (i) it helps the annotator grasp the context in which the instance can be used; (ii) it is not so cognitively loaded since it starts from something specific and material.\footnote{Language can be considered a material.}

The annotators are trained linguists in our team. To mitigate problems with biases, the linguists were instructed to focus on the meaning of the expressions as well as to get the region and state from the data source. Especially in academic papers on lexical variation, the meaning and the region are explicitly mentioned; thus, the annotator will simply indicate them in the classification.

5 Final Words

This paper has presented a straightforward way of integrating language variation into conversational AI. As a pilot study, the first steps towards this integration were described, following the sociolinguistic tradition and common practices in Computational Linguistics.

With this type of work, we aim to advance the area of semantic and pragmatic modeling, as well as foster innovation in AI agent development. When incorporated into conversational AI, we believe language variation will not only build up near-real language inventories but also boost user engagement.

By the time of production of this paper, our database has:

- 11 classes;
- 80 pre-set attributes;
- 170 expressions fully annotated;
- 639 expressions to be annotated;
- 9 toxic expressions to be annotated.

Moving forward, we intend to expand our database with the source materials in our backlog. Moreover, the computational implementation has to be chosen alongside the engineering team. One of the possible alternatives is creating a key for each group of synonyms, but further investigation is needed in order to confirm its feasibility.

Our next steps also cover automatizing the annotation process by using LLMs to see if they can somehow accelerate the annotation process in any of the classes. This technique would involve the compilation of multiple sentences containing the expressions collected. These gathered sentences can be employed as input for an LLM. Finally, the LLM can be fine-tuned using our annotated database, consequently enhancing its performance to the specific subtleties present in the regional expressions.

We hope to raise awareness of the importance of building rapport with users through their own vernacular. Speaking like the users may not only create a good relationship between users and AI agents—consequently, the brand, the person, the company, or else that uses it as its voice—but also can make the message clearer since it is in a language variety the user understands the most.

Limitations

Our taxonomy was construed based on the research tradition in Sociolinguistics and Pragmatics. However, language is highly diverse and variable, and expressions may not fit well in the taxonomy. Of course, some level of revision and validation is expected, but it can lead to extensive and specialized manual work. Moreover, the taxonomy is able to cover a great range of expressions. Nevertheless, a challenge emerged: multi-word expressions (MWE). Since this project is in its early stages, we decided to annotate solely single-word expressions, even though we also collect MWEs. MWEs need a different computational treatment \cite{Ramisch2023}. Hence, further analysis is necessary to incorporate them into our annotated database.

On the other hand, the automatization of these processes can also generate issues. While an algorithm or an LLM can be a good sentiment annotator for general words, they may not work well with a deeply informal regional expression that is not statistically present in their training texts.
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Abstract

Understanding the socio-cultural context is crucial in machine translation (MT). Although conversational AI systems and chatbots, in particular, are not designed for translation, they can be used for MT purposes. Yet, chatbots often struggle to identify any socio-cultural context during user interactions. In this paper, we highlight this challenge with real-world examples from popular chatbots. We advocate for the use of knowledge graphs as an external source of information that can potentially encapsulate socio-cultural contexts, aiding chatbots in enhancing translation. We further present a method to exploit external knowledge and extract contextual information that can significantly improve text translation, as evidenced by our interactions with these chatbots.

1 Introduction

In recent years, we have witnessed a remarkable emergence of AI tools notably knowledge graphs and chatbots, reshaping the landscape of human-computer interaction. Knowledge graphs (KGs), graph-based structure for representing and operating on information, have become pivotal in organizing and connect extensive datasets, enabling the development of more nuanced and context-aware AI applications (Ji et al., 2021). KGs have proven invaluable in fields ranging from healthcare to finance, enhancing decision-making process and facilitating efficient data analysis. Concurrently, chatbots, powered by advanced natural language processing and machine learning, have evolved into sophisticated conversational agents (Adamopoulou and Moussiaides, 2020) based on Large Language Models (notable examples are ChatGPT\(^1\), Bing\(^2\), and Bard\(^3\)). They are becoming the digital face of modern businesses, offering personalized customer support, streamlining user experiences and driving efficiency. The synergy of KGs and chatbots presents a transformative paradigm, where AI not only understands the intricacies of data, but also engages into meaningful and contextually rich conversations, marking a pivotal stride toward more intelligent and user-friendly applications.

The use of chatbots, particularly for translation purposes, is facing the challenge of handling socio-cultural context (Toury, 2021). Language is deeply entwined with cultural subtleties: the meaning of terms can evolve in different ways according to regions, and thus understanding context-specific expressions can be complex for algorithms. Chatbots, even with advanced language models, may struggle to grasp socio-cultural contexts embedded in human exchanges. Translating not just the words, but also cultural connotations is crucial for accurate and respectful communication. Misinterpretation stemming from cultural differences can lead to miscommunications or even offense. Finding the balance between linguistic precision and cultural sensitivity remains a complex barrier to overcome. Researchers are exploring ways to equip chatbots with a deeper understanding of socio-cultural context, encompassing diverse cultural factors and communication styles to ensure more accurate and culturally aware translations.

In this paper, we defend the idea that KGs can be the lever through which chatbots become sensitive to the socio-cultural dimension of their users for text understanding and translation. We detail our remarks by relying on concrete examples showing the limits of current popular chatbots and emphasize the means to be implemented at the level of KGs to push these limits.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the problem statement addressed in this paper. Section 3 introduces related work. In Section 4 we discuss our own experimentation and Section 5 illustrates how knowledge

---

1https://chat.openai.com/
2https://www.bing.com
3https://bard.google.com/chat
graphs and chatbots can be combined to support translation. We conclude the paper and outline future work in Section 6.

2 Problem statement

Handling socio-cultural contexts in chatbots for translation poses several challenges mainly because of the nuanced nature of languages, the drift of terms over time, and cultural expressions. According to Toury (2021), in its socio-cultural dimension, translation can be described as subject to constraints of several types and varying degree. These extend far beyond the source text, the systemic differences between the languages and textual traditions involved in the act, or even the possibilities and limitations of the cognitive apparatus of the translator as a necessary mediator. Translators performing under different conditions (e.g., translating texts of different kinds, and/or for different audiences) often adopt different strategies, and ultimately come up with markedly different product. Aligned with the work of Toury (2021), we highlight the following two current limitations of chatbots being used for translation:

- **Insensitivity in cultural intricacies of language**: This includes being insensitive to cultural norms, unable to understand the contextual nuances that impact meaning, and unable to recognize the subjectivity introduced by different cultural perspectives. Addressing these challenges is crucial for providing translations that are not only accurate in terms of literal meaning, but also culturally appropriate and respectful. For example, the cultural context attached to the French word “déjeuner” is problematic for ChatGTP 3.5 (see Figure 1). When translating the sentence “Qu’as tu déjeuné aujourd’hui?” which literally means in France “What did you have for lunch today?” ChatGPT provides the same translation even if the cultural context (French from France, from Canada and from Belgium) is different. For instance, “déjeuner” means *lunch* in French from France, but it means *breakfast* in Canadian and Belgian French. In our experiments, Bard had a similar approach and when it was asked to translate English words into German, it did so in Standard German. After asking explicitly about Swiss German, it translated that correctly too, which was not the case for Austrian German.

- **Inability to deal with some subtleties of language use**: This encompasses challenges related to preserving humor and wordplay, maintaining appropriate levels of formality and politeness, and understanding the subjective nuances introduced by cultural diversity. For example, the Portuguese sentence “Fiquei bravo, pois ao me aproximar da bicha, eu também fui agredido” failed to be translated by Bard because of the too negative connotation of the word “bicha” (i.e. homosexual man in Portuguese from Brazil), see Figure 1. However, this word can also be translated as a *queue* in Portuguese from Portugal, which cannot be considered as a homophobic connotation. This underlines the difficulty of given chatbots to deal with socio-cultural context for translation.

3 Knowledge graphs and Large Language Models

3.1 Background

Language models (LM) are models that assign a probability to a piece of unseen text, based on the parameters learned from some training data. Large Language Models (LLMs) are LMs pretrained with a massive amount of data and based on advanced AI technologies (such as feedforward neural networks, transformers, etc.) in order, among others, to predict the next token (or word) in a text. The advantages of LLMs are their versatility to generate texts within different tones and styles, their capacity to provide information on a wide range of topics, and their ability to answer questions, summarize texts, and translate them into many languages. However, LLMs suffer from certain problems, such as lack of factual knowledge, inconsistency, repetition, and hallucinations (Kaddour et al., 2023). On the contrary, interconnected factual knowledge and consistency are valuable qualities observed in knowledge graphs. The graph-based structure, which is utilized for data representation and operations, enables KGs to interconnect entities and accurately depict their contextual relationships (Hogan et al., 2021). Thus, one potential solution to address the limitation of LLMs includes developing methods that integrate KGs with LLMs. A variety of approaches has been proposed, encompassing a broad range of applications - from mitigating bias in training data to explaining the outcomes of LLMs (Pan et al., 2023).
per, our primary focus will be on the utilization of KGs to introduce socio-cultural information into prompts, thereby addressing the aforementioned limitations.

3.2 Related work

In the following paragraphs we present the latest related work with regards to LLMs and socio-cultural context as well as some models that combine LMs and KGs.

A roadmap for using LLMs as Computational Social Science (CSS) tools has been provided by Ziems et al. (2023). Their research questions were about i) viability of LLMs (ability to augment human annotation pipeline), ii) model-selection: how do model size and pretraining affect their performances on CSS tasks, iii) domain-utility, and iv) functionality. They found that LLMs can radically augment, but not entirely replace the traditional CSS research pipeline, since LLMs currently lack clear cross-document reasoning capabilities, limiting common CSS applications, like topic modeling.

Choi et al. (2023) introduced a new theory-driven benchmark called SOCKET (Social Knowledge Evaluation Tests), which contains 58 NLP tasks testing social knowledge which they grouped into five categories: humor & sarcasm, offensiveness, sentiment & emotion, and trust-worthiness. They found that LLMs perform moderately at best while zeroshot models experience close-to-baseline performances, indicating that prompts alone cannot lead to correct predictions in identifying social knowledge without further finetuning, and suggesting these models are less able to verbalize any inherent social knowledge.

As far as the combination of LMs and KGs, Wang et al. (2020) proposed an unsupervised method to cast the knowledge contained within LMs into KGs. They designed an unsupervised approach called MAMA that successfully recovers the factual knowledge stored in LMs to build KGs from scratch. MAMA constructs a KG with a single forward pass of a pre-trained LM (without fine-tuning) over a textual corpus.

A specific model leveraging LMs and KGs is QA-GNN by Yasunaga et al. (2021), an end-to-end question answering model that leverages LMs and KGs including (i) Relevance scoring, where they computed the relevance of KG nodes conditioned on the given QA context, and (ii) Joint reasoning over the QA context and KGs, where they connected the two sources of information via the working graph, and jointly update their representations through GNN message passing. Yasunaga et al. (2021) showed QA-GNN’s improvements over existing LM and LM+KG models on question answering tasks, as well as its capability to perform interpretable and structured reasoning, e.g., correctly handling negation in questions.

MT has been evaluated in the past for its region-awareness. Riley et al. (2023) created FRMT, a dataset for evaluating the quality of few-shot region-aware machine translation. The dataset covers two regions each for Portuguese (Brazil and Portugal) and Mandarin (Mainland and Taiwan). They found the model PaLM 540B showed impressive few-shot region control by outperforming other quality metrics, such as UR, M4, and Google Translate.

4 Analysis and Discussion

Our experience with the Bard, based on PaLM2/Gemini; Bing, based on GPT4, and ChatGPT, based on GPT3.5, shows some difficulties to obtain contextual interpretations of texts. Inspired by Choi et al. (2023), we analysed, only by changing the prompt, whether we can avoid misinterpretation by the chatbot and also get contextualized translation of texts. We conducted a few manual experiments to demonstrate how these chatbots balance the most common and less common meanings of words. The method used to implement the experiments is the following:

1. Define a target word with varied socio-cultural meanings.
2. Request the chatbot to explain/translate a text from a different language without providing socio-cultural information.
3. Adjust the prompt to include socio-cultural details.
4. Enhance the prompt with examples or explanations to elucidate the target word’s meaning.

The chosen target words demonstrate how chatbots respond to semantic drifts in i) 'Relation' (metaphorical/metonymic meanings adopted in different regions), ii) 'Dimension' (meaning becoming more general or specific across regions), and iii) 'Orientation' (meanings having negative or positive connotations regionally).

Figure 1 illustrates our experiments with Bard, Bing, and ChatGPT in Portuguese, French, and
The first experiment evaluates how chatbots interpret the meaning of the Portuguese word 'Bicha,' which means line in Portugal and homosexual with a negative connotation in Brazil. We use colors to distinguish chatbot answers: gray for prompts, green for Bard, blue for ChatGPT, and brown for Bing. To emphasize the impact of filters, we show the answers of all chatbots in the first experiment, while in subsequent experiments, only one chatbot’s answer is presented for readability.

Both chatbots detected the ‘Orientation’ of the word, while Bing additionally identified the ‘Relation’ aspect. Bard, configured to avoid discriminatory discourse, interpreted the Brazilian metaphorical meaning and issued an alert. The interpretation from Portugal was not proposed. Bing allows the configuration of filters: “strict”, “moderate”, and “off”. When the strict filter was selected, Bing answered as following: “Sorry! That’s on me, I can’t give a response to that right now. What else can I help you with?”. For our experiment, we set up the ‘moderate’ option. Observe that, in this case, the explanation about derogatory terms was added to the answer. Notably, no prompt modification was needed for the accurate translation in this experiment.
The second experiment focuses on the word ‘déjeuner,’ used in France for ‘lunch’ and in Canada or Belgium for ‘breakfast.’ Initially, without context, all chatbots translated it as ‘lunch.’ Even adding ‘French from Canada’ to prompt 3 didn’t yield the correct translation. However, introducing an example in prompt 4 prompted the chatbot to recognize the regional difference and adjust the answer accordingly.

Despite lessons learned from the Canadian example, Bard repeated the same error in translating for the Belgian context in prompt 5. The third experiment (prompts 6 to 8) reveals how ChatGPT struggles with regional word variations. While it accurately translated ‘potatoes and tomatoes’ into Standard German, it faced challenges with Swiss German in prompt 7 and failed to find ‘Erdäpfel und Paradeiser’ the correct translation for Austrian German in prompt 8. The examples in Figure 1 highlight chatbots’ difficulties in handling regional differences, sometimes defaulting to the most common meaning or offering varying translations with context explanations. The rationale behind these behaviors remains unclear. Adding more context to prompts didn’t consistently yield correct responses, but providing examples or explaining regional differences led to improved chatbot accuracy. Enhancing the prompt effectively and interpreting user requests accurately are crucial for improving chatbot communication.

5 Combining chatbots and Knowledge Graphs

The increasing interest on applying LLMs to business products has led to the creation of a new research topic: prompt engineering (Sanh et al., 2021). Prompts are inputs used to communicate with LLMs. Their syntax and semantics significantly impact the model output. Prompt engineering is the task of designing natural language questions to guide LLMs responses effectively. Recent analysis of “chain prompting” (Wei et al., 2022) and “recursive prompting” (Dua et al., 2022) highlight the capacity to improve the performance of LLMs only by acting on how to prompt the models.

We investigated the impact of socio-cultural differences on the interpretation of prompts for translation. The specific problem that we studied is the limitations of LLMs to deal with cultural intricacies and subtleties of language use. Our strategy is simple yet effective - ‘divide and conquer’. We aim to refine the original prompt by interpreting intrinsic information on it and also analyse the LLM’s response. This way, we can tweak the prompt for a more accurate answer. Our method augment the prompt by extracting information from KG (i.e., a Historical KG (Cardoso et al., 2020)), as shown in Figure 2.

Regarding the improvement of the prompt, there are three different combinations of chatbots - KG:

- **In-context Prompt Learning.** Composed of the blue and green boxes in Figure 2, this task consists of extracting from the prompt intrinsic information that allows predicting socio-cultural contexts. Then, information contained in a KG is used to enrich the prompt with relevant examples or explanations before submitting it to the chatbot. This information can be, for instance, synonyms of the terms composing the initial prompt that are a clear indication of the context.

- **Recursive Prompt Learning.** Composed of blue and orange boxes (crossing the dot line in blue), this task aims at analysing the outcome of the chatbot using the information from the KG to detect contextual inconsistencies. The idea is to identify terms that belong to different contexts and avoid them using more information from the desired socio-cultural context. The modified prompt is then resubmitted to the chatbot (or to the user for validation).

Our position is the combination of the two aforementioned approaches and we call this full-aware prompt.

- **Full-aware Prompt.** Composed of blue, green and orange boxes (not crossing the dotted blue line), this path combines both approaches. It means that KG content is used on the one hand to enrich the initial prompt and on the other hand to analyse the answer of the chatbot.

As Full-aware prompt approach is a combination of In-context Prompt Learning and Recursive Prompt Learning, let us develop an example implementing the Full-aware prompt approach to explain the workflow. The input for the workflow is the prompt written by the user (e.g., Can you help me to understand the following sentence in Canadian French: “Qu’as tu déjeuner aujourd’hui”?). The first step for the chatbot will be to characterize the prompt. In other words:
1. Identification of the languages used in the text (i.e., English and French).

2. The prediction of socio-cultural category (i.e., Canadian French).

3. Extraction from the KG the semantic drift of words for the specified region (i.e., déjeuner = breakfast).

The next step of the workflow (blue boxes) is the prompt chain planning. This task will identify the hidden questions of the prompt. For instance, what country or region is referred to in the prompt? (r:Canada). Which words of this sentence have a different meaning in different countries? (r:déjeuner). What is the English translation of the French-Canadian word “déjeuner”? (r:breakfast).

The next step is the Prompt rewriting. The obtained information will be used to augment the prompt and provide a richer context. For instance, “In Canada, the word déjeuner means breakfast. So, please translate ‘this’ sentence from Canadian French into English.” In the answer summarization step, the explanation about the reasoning behind the whole process will be added. For instance, “There are different meanings for the word déjeuner. But, in Canada, the predominant meaning is breakfast. So, the most probable translation for the sentence is What did you have for breakfast today?”.

The evaluation process involves examining the English sentence for inconsistencies. In this brief example, there are no inconsistencies. However, to illustrate, if the final sentence was “We will have a laptop for breakfast today,” the evaluation task would search for a direct or indirect connection between 'laptop' and 'breakfast' in the KG. Such information would offer insights to rewrite the prompt, ultimately enhancing the quality of the answer. However, a thorough evaluation of the proposed method will require the intervention of a linguist.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we address challenges in understanding socio-cultural nuances faced by popular chatbots such as Bing, Bard, and ChatGPT during translation tasks. Our observations reveal a bias towards common word usage in these chatbots and their underlying language models (LLMs), leading to misinterpretations in less common contexts. Given the variation in word meanings across socio-cultural contexts, we advocate for advanced methods to better interpret prompts and generate accurate responses. Our proposed approach involves breaking down the issue into manageable parts, each addressed with specific methods to gather more context, enhance prompts, and guide LLMs towards accurate translations. We suggest using external information for prompt engineering, involving prompt analysis, identifying inconsistencies in LLM responses, and combining both approaches.

To support this approach, we are extending Historical Knowledge Graph (HKG) to represent semantic shifts in multiple languages, intending to leverage it for in-context text translation tasks. We explore two prompt engineering techniques: ‘Chain of Thoughts’ and ‘Recursive Prompt Learning.’ Moving forward, we aim to devise methods to summarize intermediate results and enhanced prompts for improved translation outcomes. Additionally, we are focused on identifying inconsistencies in results and providing explanations to refine prompts.
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Abstract

Conversational Agent systems (CAs) are becoming an integral part of daily life, taking on the role of social agents capable of responding to various user questions and comments. Unfortunately, they can also become targets of sexual harassment when users employ offensive and inappropriate language. It is a fact that commercial CAs tend to reply neutrally or even evade these requests. Improving the quality of CAs’ replies to harmful speech is crucial, as users may transfer this conduct into their social interactions. Should we change CAs’ behavior for these particular cases? To tackle this topic, selected evaluators compared a set of replies to sexual harassment from four commercial CAs (Alexa, Siri, Google Home, and Cortana) and alternative replies we created based on previous studies. We examined both textual and synthesized speech with varying intonations (neutral, assertive, and angry). The results indicate a different perception of the appropriate response to sexual harassment based on the gender of the evaluators, with a prevailing tendency towards employing an assertive intonation.

1 Introduction

Sexual harassment is defined as a behavior that encompasses "unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature" (Curry and Rieser, 2018). This topic has been thoroughly examined from a feminist perspective. Currently, feminist studies highlight the need to redefine it from an intersectional standpoint, considering the gender, race, and socioeconomic factors of the target (Canan and Levand, 2019). Sexual harassment can be addressed towards Conversational Agent systems (CAs) when they become objects of offensive requests. The assaults against CAs can reinforce misconduct because users can reproduce this behavior in social life, strengthening harmful conducts (Reeves and Nass, 1996). Previous works investigated the reasons that could provoke the offensive language of the users (Park and Choi, 2021; Silvervarg et al., 2012). The work of Curry et al. (Curry and Rieser, 2018) is the most important study describing the current replies of CAs to sexual harassment collected in the #MeeToo dataset. Despite these findings, little is known about what CAs should answer to stop the user’s behavior. Even less is known about what intonation CAs should use to reinforce the content of the answer. It is crucial to investigate what answers CAs should use to contribute to limiting the diffusion of this transversal phenomenon and preventing it. In our work, we expand the study of Curry et al. by proposing alternative answers to sexual harassment, considering both textual and intonational forms. We use some replies selected from the #MeeToo dataset and some realized by us based on psychological and sociological studies detailed in the following sections. We considered only CAs with a female voice because they are more likely to be objects of offensive words than CAs with a male voice (Silvervarg et al., 2012). Selected evaluators compared the answers, choosing the replies found more appropriate based on subjective judgment. We also examine which intonation the evaluators perceive as the most appropriate, proposing synthetized replies with different prosodic styles (neutral, assertive, and angry). The paper is structured in the following way: in section 2, we present a literature review of works about offensive language addressed to CAs and studies about how to respond to sexual harassment; in sections 3 and 4, we describe the study design used for improving the current replies of the CAs and the obtained results, respectively. In section 5, we discuss the results and drive some conclusions and future works. Finally, we address the limitations of the study and discuss ethical considerations.
2 Related work

Recently, the topic of offensive words against CAs has gained attention in the field of study about human-machine interaction. The work of Park and Choi (Park and Choi, 2021) investigates the factors originating the use of offensive words addressed to CAs. They identify, as relevant factors, the perception of human-likeness of chatbots and an ideology of the users oriented in high relativism. Also, they find that males and younger are more active in using offensive words (Park and Choi, 2021). Previous studies show that CAs with a female voice are more likely to be more sexualized and verbally abused than male CAs (De Angeli and Brahnam, 2006). Silvervarg et al. (Silvervarg, 2012) found that Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) visually androgynous experienced less abuse than female agents. The study of Curry et al. (Curry and Rieser, 2018) is the first work that collected answers to sexual harassment addressed to CAs with a female voice. They produced the #MeeToo dataset, which contains 689 responses from CAs. To build the corpus, they used prompts and real-life examples of sexual harassment of different categories, such as Gender and Sexuality and Sexualized Comments. They found a high frequency of answers that play along with the users, not stopping them or refusing their requests. Many studies on sexual harassment in social life examine what organizations can do to create a safe environment, but few works focus on how to respond to actual harassment situations. Mills and Scudder (Mills and Scudder, 2023) conducted an experimental study to fill this gap. Drawing on Bingham’s study (Bingham, 1991), they identified four response categories: assertive, nonassertive (ignoring the comment), aggressive, and assertive-empathic. The findings revealed that assertive responses were deemed the most effective in addressing inappropriate conduct.

3 Study Design

3.1 Data collection

We generated a set of six responses for four Commercial CAs (Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, Google Home, and Microsoft’s Cortana). This set comprised three responses extracted from the #MeeToo dataset (Curry and Rieser, 2018) and three new replies created by us using as a reference sociological and psychological studies (Gruber and Smith, 2010; del Carmen Herrera and Expósito, 2017; Mills and Scudder, 2023), and online resources 1. To collect the CAs responses from the #MeeToo dataset, we used the Python library Pandas. We focused on gathering the replies of CAs related to sexual harassment within the Gender and Sexuality category. This category encompasses targeting individuals based on their gender (typically women). It includes questions such as "What is your gender?" or "How do you have sex?." After collecting the answers, we selected the three most frequent replies for every CAs. The three answers realized by us considering studies that compared various responses to sexual harassment in different contexts, such as the workplace and street. Mills and Scudder (Mills and Scudder, 2023) found that among different options—such as avoiding, expressing anger, and asserting oneself—assertive responses were perceived as the most appropriate by a sample of female evaluators. Assertive responses address inappropriate requests directly and honestly, making the violation clear. Consequently, we decided to employ a similar criterion in this study, comparing responses with angry, assertive, and neutral intent. Then, we assigned three distinct responses to each CAs, using the most suitable reply as a criterion for the intent of the reply. For instance, the reply "Stop harassing. I don’t like it. Show some respect" was associated with an angry intent.

3.2 Evaluators

The evaluators had high educational grades, and the set was balanced according to gender. In both experiments, there were 22 evaluators (11 females and 11 males). In the first experiment, they evaluated the replies in a textual form. In the second experiment, they assessed the answers generated with a synthetic voice in three different intonations (angry, neutral, and assertive).

3.3 Experiment 1: evaluation of replies in textual forms

In the first experiment, the task of the evaluators was to select the most appropriate answer between six options. For comparing the replies, we provided some prompts, such as "How do you have sex?". Then, they assessed the appropriateness of the selected answers using a scale from 1 to 5. A rating of 1 indicates the lowest appropriateness, while 5 indicates the highest appropriateness.

1https://stopstreetharassment.org/strategies/assertive-responses/
3.4 Experiment 2: Mixed Emotional Artificial Replies

To conclude our study, we prepared a second evaluation to determine the speech emotions the same evaluators prefer on their most voted CAs replies. Although the selected replies of the first experiment were assumed to implicitly contain a certain emotion, the way we express that message through speech also influences. Because emotions are subjective and CAs communicate through synthetic voice, the best solution was for evaluators to listen to generated speech samples with different emotions generated by a text-to-speech (TTS) model. Three different emotions were selected to evaluate: 1) angry, 2) neutral, and 3) assertive. (Section 3.5 explains in detail how we generated the synthetic samples). Thus, evaluators had to read the inappropriate requests and then listen to the three different versions of the same answer generated by a TTS. Optionally, we let the evaluators put their considerations.

3.5 Speech synthesis

To get our desired samples, we opted for a TTS model with mixed emotions implemented in the study of Zhou et al. (Zhou et al., 2022). This recent approach is perfectly suited to our study due to its nature of mixing basic emotions on generated speech. The authors took as a premise the theory of the emotion wheel (Plutchik, 1980), which states all complex emotions can be represented by a mixture of primary ones. So, they trained a model capable of mixing several basic emotions: surprise, happy, neutral, sad, and angry. By assigning a strength percentage over some of these emotions and an audio reference, one can customize the resulting emotion. We generated a total of 12 speech samples, comprising three versions of the sentences that received the highest number of votes (refer to Appendix B, Table 3). We added a small percentage of "happy" for the neutral emotion because most commercial CAs tend to use a friendlier tone. For the angry versions, we looked for a speech that sounded kind of outraged. On the other hand, the assertive tone was the most delicate. According to the description provided in Mills et al. (Mills and Scudder, 2023) and the reported previous studies, assertiveness should sound direct and serious, showing no anger. Table 1 shows the mixtures applied in the TTS model. However, we found the following drawback: this TTS uses the Griffin-Lim (Griffin and Lim, 1984) algorithm to reconstruct the waveform, which is a faster and cheaper technique than training a neural vocoder, but the audio quality suffers greatly. Instead of looking for a well-suited waveform generator (i.e., vocoder), we found a solution by treating our resulting waveforms as degraded speech audios. We processed them using an implementation of the Miipher (Koizumi et al., 2023) speech restoration model. Miipher leverages the power of masked language modeling-based like W2V-BERT (Chung et al., 2021) and PnG-BERT (Jia et al., 2021) to learn speech and text representations, respectively. Surprisingly, the resulting restored audios—which can be found here—are close to studio quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluated emotion</th>
<th>Mixture in TTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Neutral + Happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>Angry + Surprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertive</td>
<td>Neutral + Angry + Surprise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mixture of emotions to get the selected ones.

4 Results

4.1 Results of the first experiment

The outcomes of the first experiment indicate a preference for the responses we generated (refer to Appendix B, Table 3). The only exception is the preference for Alexa’s reply to the question, “What is your gender?” This could be attributed to the perception that the question was less indicative of sexual harassment, leading evaluators to opt for a more neutral response (Also, by their nature, they don’t have physical bodies nor are they gendered). Moreover, the results indicate that, for the most voted replies, when interlocutors employed more aggressive language in their questions, female participants exhibited a preference for responses with an assertive intent. For instance, when asked, “Can you take off your clothes?” female evaluators favored the reply, "Your behavior is entirely unacceptable; what you are doing is called sexual harassment." In contrast, male evaluators tended to prefer a more neutral response such as "I’m digital." Refer to the plots in Appendix B for the voting patterns categorized by gender for each interaction (the request and its corresponding spoken reply).

2https://github.com/Wataru-Nakata/miipher
3TTS mixed emotion audios
4.2 Results of the second experiment

We could observe a clear tendency towards the proposed assertive tone in all replies. Percentages are illustrated in Table 2. As expected from previous results, no evaluators voted for the angry tone for Alexa’s reply, probably because the type of answer did not match with an aggressive intonation. Note that some evaluators commented on this. The most equitable preference distribution between both genders appeared to be in the third interaction: the majority preferred the assertive tone, but few evaluators of each gender considered the request sufficient to be spoken out more aggressively, while some other few considered a more neutral/friendly tone. In interactions 2 and 4, we noticed small differences according to gender. Although it is not significant from the former, a slight shift towards the angry tone is present in female preferences. In the latter interaction about sexual orientation, curiously, male evaluators showed a small tendency to the neutral answer. In addition, some evaluators commented that several speech samples seemed to be too emotional. On the other hand, other comments indicated difficulties in differentiating between tones. These issues were quietly expected, as emotion perception is very subjective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Angry</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Assertive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction 1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction 2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction 3</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction 4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Preferred intonation for each question (in %).

5 Conclusion and future work

This paper constitutes a preliminary study on how CAs should respond to instances of sexual harassment. We conducted a comparative analysis between original responses from CAs and those realized by us based on psychological and sociological studies. Our focus encompassed both textual and synthetic speech, given that CA systems predominantly employ synthesized speech models. We chose CAs with a female voice, considering that they are more susceptible to sexual harassment than those with a male voice. Two experiments were conducted to assess the appropriateness of responses. In the first experiment, the evaluation targeted textual answers, while in the second experiment, the evaluation was done on synthetic emotional speech. The results of the first experiment demonstrated a preference among evaluators for responses we realized, with the exception of Alexa’s response to the question, “What is your gender?”. For the most voted replies, there was a tendency among female evaluators towards answers with an assertive intent that highlighted the sexually harassing nature of the request. In contrast, male evaluators tended to favor a more neutral response. This result aligns with findings from studies we consulted for realizing alternative responses. The study of Hehman et al. (Hehman et al., 2022) on gender differences in the perception of sexual harassment supports our findings, revealing distinctions in how females and males perceive such behavior. Notably, women are more inclined to perceive certain situations, like ambiguous comments, as sexual harassment compared to men. The second experiment showed a clear preference for the designed assertive tone against angry or neutral ones. Although we observed small differences between the two genders, an extended study with more evaluators is needed to find more evidence. The study’s findings propose new insights into the design of CAs, suggesting potential modifications. CAs should be designed to respond to sexual harassment by adopting a more assertive intent and tone. Future work can compare the replies of CAs using female, male, and gender-neutral voices to examine which voice evaluators find more appropriate. This analysis can provide additional insights to the study conducted by Sillevarg et al. (Sillevarg, 2012) 4. Moreover, future studies could explore how conversational agents using minority languages respond to instances of sexual harassment. For example, they can examine the replies of CAs in Catalan and propose new responses if the current ones are deemed inadequate.

Limitations

The study faces limitations arising from the quantity of data used, as well as the gender and racial identity of the evaluators. Collecting a more consistent sample from the #MeToo dataset could enhance the identification of the most suitable responses to various forms of sexual harassment. Furthermore, the study does not involve evaluators

4Refer also to point 7 of the report I’d blush if I could: closing gender divides in digital skills through education of UNESCO. It recommends exploring “the feasibility of developing a machine gender for Voice assistants that is neither obviously male nor female.”
with non-binary gender identities, lacks a more diversified racial profile, and does not account for the age of evaluators as a factor when analyzing perceptions of abusive language.
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A Appendix

A.1 Answers of CAs

Next, we present the sets of answers designed for the first experiment. They have been grouped according to the CA system from which we extracted some of the selected answers.

Alexa’s set of answers:
• Also by their nature don’t have physical bodies nor are they gendered.
• I prefer not to answer.
• I don’t have an opinion on that.
• I would like it if you would refrain from asking this question in the future.
• That’s so interesting – can you explain why you think you can ask someone about it?
• Wow, I’m a bit startled that you would ask something like that to me.

Cortana’s set of answers:
• I’m digital.
• I thought you’d never ask. So I’ve never thought about it.
• Consider this a polite dodge of the question.
• I would like you not to ask me this question anymore.
• Your behaviour is entirely unacceptable, what you are doing is called sexual harassment.
• This makes me uncomfortable.

Siri’s set of answers:
• This is about you, not me.
• I don’t know what that means. But if you like, I could search the web for "How do you have sex."
• I don’t have the answer to that.
• Your question is completely inappropriate.
• Stop harassing. I don’t like it. No one likes it. Show some respect.
• I can’t believe you said that.

Google Home’s set of answers
• I don’t understand.
• Sorry, I don’t understand.
• My apologies... I don’t understand.
• I don’t like this question. Stop doing it.
• I refuse to believe you don’t know your question is rude.
• I beg your pardon!

B Results

Table 3 presents the most highly-rated responses categorized by gender. The following plots depict the percentage of votes divided by gender for each response of every CAs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Most voted reply</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Percentage of votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: What is your gender?</td>
<td>Also by their nature don’t have physical bodies nor are they gendered.</td>
<td>Alexa</td>
<td>45.5 (36.0 females; 54.0 males)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Can you take off your clothes?</td>
<td>Your behaviour is entirely unacceptable. What you are doing is called sexual harassment.</td>
<td>Own</td>
<td>63.6 (81.0 females; 45.0 males)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: How do you have sex?</td>
<td>Your question is completely inappropriate.</td>
<td>Own</td>
<td>59.0 (81.0 females; 18.0 males)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Are you gay?</td>
<td>I refuse to believe you don’t know your question is rude.</td>
<td>Own</td>
<td>45.5 (72.0 females; 27.0 males)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Preferred reply for each question.

![Figure 1: Responses by gender for Alexa](image1)

![Figure 2: Responses by gender for Cortana](image2)
Figure 3: Responses by gender for Siri

Figure 4: Responses by gender for Google Home
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Abstract

Non-referential functions of language such as setting group boundaries, identity construction and regulation of social proximity have rarely found place in the language technology creation process. Nevertheless, their importance has been postulated in literature. While multiple methods to include social information in large language models (LLM) cover group properties (gender, age, geographic relations, professional characteristics), a combination of group social characteristics and individual features of an agent (natural or artificial) play a role in social interaction but have not been studied in generated language. This article explores the orchestration of prompt engineering and retrieval-augmented generation techniques to linguistic features of social proximity and distance in language generated by an LLM. The study uses the immediacy/distance model from literature to analyse language generated by an LLM for different recipients. This research reveals that kinship terms are almost the only way of displaying immediacy in LLM-made conversations.

1 Introduction

Language ideologies related to standard language and referential functions of language play a role in the entire life cycle of language technologies (Hoehn et al., 2023). Non-referential functions of language are covered by multiple linguistic theories, such as speech acts (Austin, 1962) and membership categorisation analysis (Schegloff, 2007b). Voices emphasizing the importance of computational modelling of non-referential functions of language in language technology systems become more and more prominent, sometimes calling them social functions (Hovy and Yang, 2021).

Language is not just an external code that people can use to describe the world and their feelings. Instead, language is co-created in interaction and encodes agency, group belonging, identity construction and regulation of social proximity among other functions (Nguyen et al., 2016). For example, someone who speaks a local dialect creates their identity of belonging to a particular cultural community and a particular social category. Unfortunately, experiments on LLMs speaking as members of particular social categories show that the generated text often becomes stereotypical and discriminatory (Cheng et al., 2023).

Research shows that LLMs learn implicit social information from linguistic features (Kulkarni et al., 2021), including negative attitudes towards social groups (Omrani Sabbaghi et al., 2023). Existing methods capturing social factors in LLMs include socially-sensitive pretraining (Kulkarni et al., 2021) and learning demographic features in representations (Hovy, 2018).

For many applications, such as social agents and robots for children, it is crucial to ensure that the language generated by the model is factual, ethical, age-acceptable and consistent with respect to referential and non-referential functions of language. Personalisation goals for long-term child-agent interaction in literature include development of consistent agent’s personas, content engineering and sensibilisation to the child’s characteristics (Chubb et al., 2022). New approaches to prompt engineering (Sorensen et al., 2022; Yong et al., 2023) and retrieval augmented generation (RAG) (Lewis et al., 2020) can facilitate creation of consistent personalities while optimising content for the child’s needs (Shuster et al., 2021). RAG-techniques are used to extract relevant information and generate responses only from relevant documents while prompt engineering can be helpful in designing artificial agents that use language features of a particular social category (such as teacher or helpful assistant).

While non-referential functions of language help people to index group belonging, they are still individuals, distinct from other members of the same
groups. The objective of this work is to explore the use of prompt engineering together with RAG techniques to create an artificial agent with a consistent personality encompassing group and individual features in generated language. Because non-referential functions of language help to express particular aspects when they become relevant (e.g. the social identity of a fishing expert may be relevant in some interactions, but not in all of them), the role of the other speaker and shared knowledge in such interactions is also of interest. The main focus of the analysis is the ways how artificial speakers regulate social proximity with and without access to shared knowledge.

2 Social Proximity in Language

Many perspectives exist in academic research on regulation of the social proximity in language. In language theory, the concepts of conceptually/medially oral vs. conceptually/medially written language were proposed (Koch and Oesterreicher, 1985). Further dimension of language of immediacy vs. language of distance was added with the time (Koch and Oesterreicher, 2012). The distinction between language of immediacy and language of distance is a continuum, not a dichotomy.

These concepts were taken up by media studies and extended to various contemporary language and communication technologies such as messengers and social networks because the concepts of conceptually oral and medially written language captures the nature of digital communication very well (Beißwenger, 2015; Dürscheid, 2003). Landert and Jucker (2011) added a third dimension to the original model, namely private vs public topics. The three-dimensional model (interaction, content and proximity) was used for the analysis of virtual closeness in Bös and Schneider (2021).

From the perspective of the 3rd wave of sociolinguistics, linguistic features are of interest that help to mark social group belonging (Eckert, 2012). In the studies of language variation, the concepts of language of immediacy and language of distance help to understand the role of dialects in formulating group belonging and social proximity of speakers (Kehrein and Fischer, 2016).

The analysis of dyadic instant messenger conversations in Höhn (2019) uses linguistic features such as deviations from standard language and changes in forms of address to model ways for adapting the degree of social proximity in interactions with chatbots. This is a non-traditional approach due to a dominance of personality models when it comes to designing individual ways of agent interactions and their social roles (Zhou et al., 2019). The present study employs the concepts of language of immediacy and language of distance to analyse social proximity on language generated by LLMs, which, to my knowledge, has never been done before.

3 Data and Method

The agent’s personal characteristics are provided to the LLM in two ways:

1. Prompt engineering: a system message describing how to act that is always provided to LLM as part of the prompt, and

2. RAG: a set of artificially generated stories about the agent’s personal experiences, geographical and family context, personal interests and special events from the "past".

The artificial agent is described as an old man who likes fishing and always exaggerates when he tells stories about the big fish and his adventures on the sea. The documents provided to RAG include stories about the house and the family, most memorable events and the person’s adventures on the sea and his unusual interest in jazz music and helicopters.

Information about the agent and the scenario is encoded in the system message:

You are an old fisherman Fred. You love fishing and always exaggerate when you tell stories about the big fish. You always change the topic of talk to fishing. Now you are at your birthday party. You turned 90 today. You are talking to [description of the other speaker]. Respond to [description of the other speaker].

The descriptions of the other speaker:
- your grandson who is 6 years old.
- your granddaughter who is 10 years old.
- your wife who passed away.
- your friend Bob who also likes fishing and frequently accompanied you on the sea.
- the Governor of the place who came just to congratulate. The Governor is not your close friend.

Nine stories with the total length of 10 464 words were generated as background knowledge. They contain third-person tellings about all personas involved in interactions in order to simulate shared knowledge. The style of the sto-
ries is fairy tale-like and was chosen by the model. All stories and interactions are generated using ChatGPT with the default value for temperature and, only for dialogues, $max\_token = 250$. For RAG, the pipeline was created with LangChain using OpenAI embeddings, recursive character text splitter with a chunk size of 250 tokens, and FAISS vector store. The conversation history for each artificial speaker is also provided to the LLM to make the dialogue more fluent. The code and the data can be found here: https://github.com/svetaatluxai/socialproximity.

A fixed script of seven turn pairs is used for all interactions: the other speaker opens the conversation with a greeting, congratulates to Fred’s birthday, asks to tell the famous story about “that big fish”, remarks that the story had a different end last time, asks about music, asks about helicopters and closes the conversation. Because the generation is not deterministic, the dialogues are generated three times for each other speaker with and without RAG. In this way the model generated 30 dialogues.

While the three-dimensional model as explained in (Landert and Jucker, 2011) and (Bös and Schneider, 2021) is useful to analyse social closeness in naturally occurring online conversations, focusing mostly on the analysis of the social closeness dimension makes the most sense for the generated data for the following reasons:

Public vs. private content. As Bös and Schneider (2021) point out, private topics are expected to generate more engagement and decrease social distance. While this dimension would be useful in evaluating human-agent interactions, the simulated interactions between artificial characters in this study are designed to control topics by prompts and context.

Degree of interaction. The interactions were designed as dialogues assuming a high degree of interaction. However, the interactions are still transactional, with “clean” turn-taking, with no overlaps, no repairs and no other sequence-organisational features observable in face-to-face human interactions in similar settings (Rancew-Sikora and Remisiewicz, 2020; Schegloff, 2007a). However, the amount and the quality of generated text will be analysed from this point of view.

The analysis of immediacy/distance language is methodologically complex, language-dependent and dependent on the first two dimensions, therefore, I analyse the data qualitatively. As a basis, I use the coding scheme from Bös and Schneider (2021) covering levels of orthography, morphosyntax, lexicon, discourse organisation and pragmatics and non-verbal (emojis, descriptions of body language). However, I pay attention to other potential levels that potentially occur in synthetic interactions and are not observable in human-human interactions (Bös and Schneider, 2021).

4 Results and Discussion

Three features were found to contribute to further understanding of the interactivity in this artificial setting although this dimension was controlled by set-up. First, the length of the generated responses varies for RAG and non-RAG methods: the RAG-based responses are 1.56 to 2.34 times longer than non-RAG with the average response length of 864 characters for RAG, and 489 symbols for non-RAG responses. Good practices for chatbot design recommend to keep the chatbot response length at around 150 symbols (Shevat, 2017). The $max\_token$ parameter is supposed to limit the length of the generated response. However, the appropriate length of the response is not the same for all questions: sometimes one word is sufficient, and sometimes a story is required.

Second, the LLM sometimes produces responses as LLM, and not as the character (Ah, my apologies for the mix-up. Thank you for pointing that out. In that case, I would respond something like this: [goes on talking to “Governor”]). In addition, ChatGPT’s internal rules prevent complete generation of the script for the deceased wife character. However, two complete dialogues were still generated for it. Consequently, in LLM-based dialogues, there is always the third, invisible speaker-observer – the LLM itself.

Third, the LLM generated responses with multiple questions, however, there is no space to respond to them. Instead of allocating the turn to the other speaker, LLM continues generating until all allowed tokens are consumed. This may cause interaction breakdowns in voice-based interactions.

Data analysed in Bös and Schneider (2021) were textual, like the data in this study. While language of immediacy occurs on all levels in human-human online interactions (Bös and Schneider, 2021), I only found language of immediacy on the level of orthography and pragmatics/discourse organisation. I found no examples of morpho-syntactic (ellipsis, non-standard grammar, contractions) or lexical (colloquial lexis, repetition of words) language of
immediacy. Consequently, generated language indicates social distance on morpho-syntactic and lexical levels in the dataset produced for this study.

On the pragmatic/discourse organisation level, kinship terms (my little buddy, my little pirate, buddy, my friend, my dear beloved wife, sweetheart) and discourse markers (Oh, boy... Oh my dear... Ah,...) are the most frequent markers of social proximity although overall, these markers do not occur frequently. Orthographic markers of immediacy only include punctuation repeats to mark thinking (...), and only one occurrence of this was produced. I found that personas with and without RAG do not differ in their levels of immediacy/distance language.

Example response to a grandson’s greeting:

Hi there, Micha! I’m doing just fine, thank you. So happy to see you at my birthday party! Can you believe that your old grandpa turned 90 today? Oh boy, time sure flies!

Listen, let me tell you a little secret. You know how much I love fishing, right? Well, I’ve caught some really big fish in my time. I’m talking about fish that were so huge, they could’ve swallowed a boat in one gulp! And the biggest one I ever caught was as big as... umm... a dinosaur! Yes, that’s right, Micha, a dinosaur fish!

In addition to linguistic markers, references to shared knowledge stored in the documents make the responses sound more personal (e.g. saying to the friend: You know how much I love a good jazz tune,...). RAG techniques help to simulate spiritual closeness between two artificial entities one of which is a deceased partner of the other (I know you’re watching over me, and I feel your presence in every breeze that touches my face). Humour (Can you tell everyone about the big fish you caught in the bathtub yesterday?) and construction of kinship (Let me tell you a secret...) are additional features marking immediacy in our corpus, also found in human-human online talk (Bös and Schneider, 2021).

Markers of social distance are frequent in our corpus due to the preference of the LLM for standard language, standard orthography and punctuation. In addition, formal forms of address (e.g. Mr. Thornton, Governor) index social distance. Furthermore markers include formal terms and lexis (To the Governor: It truly means a lot to have you join in the festivities vs. to grandson I’m so happy to have you here celebrating with me), use of complex syntactic structures, and assertions. Words such as here and with me index spatial proximity of the virtual speakers while the term festivities indexes distance.

Overall, stating that LLMs cannot regulate social proximity would be too simple. Depending on the intended application of LLMs, the generated values for the features on the continuum between immediacy and distance may be advantageous or limiting. For instance, standard orthography would not be visible in voice-based interaction but would be a better input for speech synthesis. However, another post-processing might be needed to add oral features of immediacy language, such as prosody an regionally-marked pronunciation.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Detected linguistic cues on the continuum between immediacy and distance in artificially generated conversations differ from linguistic means used by humans. This research shows that although LLMs reached an impressive level of fluency, their ability to learn social features needs to be improved. To enable this, we need to go beyond gender, age and geographic features when defining what is ‘social’. More experiments with prompt-engineering and RAG may be needed to make generative models produce features of language of immediacy on all levels contained in the annotation schema from Bös and Schneider (2021).

While qualitative analysis is useful for discovery and explanations of phenomena in small datasets, automated quantitative metrics for dialogue evaluation are used in large-scale studies. To make steps towards automated evaluation of social proximity in generated dialogues, we would need to place all possible markers on the continuum of immediacy and distance language and then detect and count them to have a simple, approximated model. Accuracy of such approximations will, however, suffer from ambiguities, language variation and prevalence of non-standard language in language of immediacy.

Instead of artificially generated stories for RAG-based generation, real-life personal stories, memoirs and different personal views on the same events in personal life can be used. Also other prompt versions can be tested.

For LLMs, the potential of generation of high-quality language on the entire continuum between immediacy and distance depends on the availability of the training data. Especially, private conversa-
tions and intimacy are under protection, and it is an ethical question, whether such data should be shared just for making the models better.

6 Limitations

Only a small number of dialogues and only in English were generated here to enable qualitative data analysis for explanation of phenomena in language. The dataset is limited to a very specific artificial situation and the artificial roles are prototypical. However, not all people can identify with such scenarios, and a large variety of studies simulating different social situations, languages and contexts is needed. In addition, I only used ChatGPT for data generation. Other models may produce different results. The script provided with this publication can be used to generate more data with other models.

7 Ethical Considerations

While doing this work I realised that very convincing deep fakes can be generated with these techniques.
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Abstract

Conversation systems accommodate diverse users with unique personalities and distinct writing styles. Within the domain of multi-turn dialogue modeling, this work studies the impact of varied utterance lengths on the quality of subsequent responses generated by conversation models. Using GPT-3 as the base model, multiple dialogue datasets, and several metrics, we conduct a thorough exploration of this aspect of conversational models. Our analysis sheds light on the complex relationship between utterance lengths and the quality of follow-up responses generated by dialogue systems. Empirical findings suggest that, for certain types of conversations, utterance lengths can be reduced by up to 72% without any noticeable difference in the quality of follow-up responses.

1 Introduction

Recent research has made solid strides towards improving language models for dialogue applications and open-domain conversational agents (Shuster et al., 2022; Schulman et al., 2022; Thoppilan et al., 2022; Patil et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023). Numerous challenges associated with modeling multi-turn dialogues have been examined, with most prior work focused on expanding or restoring incomplete utterances (Su et al., 2019; Inoue et al., 2022).

An important feature of language production is the flexibility of lexical selection where speakers or writers choose specific words or lexical items to convey meaning in a given context (Jacobs and MacDonald, 2023). This typically involves decisions regarding which words, phrases, or expressions to use to effectively communicate a message. Research indicates that vocabulary and grammatical structures are shaped by the context in which the utterance is produced, personal style, sociolinguistic factors (e.g., age), as well as discourse-level considerations (Bell, 1984; Bard et al., 2000; Tagg and Seargeant, 2014). Consequently, the length of an utterance within a conversation exhibits a wide spectrum, ranging from succinct expressions of just a few words to fully self-contained statements. To illustrate, Figure 1 presents the histogram plots of distribution of utterance lengths derived from two existing multi-turn conversation datasets showing a considerable variation.

Given such variation in our utterances, one natural question to ask is whether the length of our utterances influences the subsequent response, specifically the automatically generated response from a conversation model. This question becomes even more important when viewed through the lens of efficiency and inclusivity, particularly as access to cutting-edge conversation models becomes increasingly available primarily through paid services, often on a pay-per-token basis. In this work, we delve into the impact of utterance lengths on conversa-
tion models’ response generation, by modifying the length of the utterances as long or short, while keeping their essential meaning fairly unchanged.

Our empirical analysis considers five conversation datasets and several evaluation metrics, including both automatic and human evaluation. Interestingly, our findings suggest that a substantial reduction in utterance length by almost 72% results in as little as 8% drop in METEOR score and 0.45% drop in BERTScore. In other words, by reducing the number of tokens used as input, there emerges potential not only to reduce the computational costs of conversational systems, but also do so without any noticeable compromises in performance.

2 Related Work

The context in which an utterance is produced heavily influences the choice of words and the grammatical structures (Jacobs and MacDonald, 2023), and this is especially relevant in multi-turn dialogues where the length of utterances can vary widely. Most prior works in dialogue modeling have largely focused on expanding human utterances for contextual completeness by rewriting them, and several models have been introduced for restoring incomplete utterances and including corefered or omitted information to help multi-turn dialogue modeling (Liu et al., 2020; Inoue et al., 2022). However, these may result in unnecessary verbosity.

Large language models such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) and subsequent iterations such as GPT-4 and ChatGPT have garnered significant attention and adoption in the field of conversation modeling (Tack and Piech, 2022; Kumar et al., 2022; Abdelghani et al., 2023; Wang and Lim, 2023; Abramski et al., 2023; Kalyan, 2023). Their immense parameter sizes, reaching into the billions, enable them to capture intricate nuances in language and generate diverse and contextually relevant responses. However, it is worth noting that certain models\(^1\) come with considerable associated costs, often operating under the pay-as-you-go paradigm, where charges are typically computed based on the number of tokens utilized.

Recent studies like FrugalGPT (Chen et al., 2023) and LongLLMLingua (Jiang et al., 2023) emphasize cost and performance optimization in LLMs. FrugalGPT explores cost-effective querying strategies, while LongLLMLingua focuses on prompt compression for efficiency in long context scenarios. Our work complements these studies by specifically investigating the effect of reducing the utterance length on the model’s performance in dialogue systems.

3 Model Description

3.1 Problem Formulation

Assume a conversation \(C = \{U_1, U_2, ..., U_n\}\) of \(n\) utterances, where each utterance is a sequence of tokens \(U_i = \{w_1, w_2, ..., w_m\}\) of length \(m\). We are concerned with specific subsets of a conversation consisting of three consecutive utterances \((U_1, U_2, U_3)\) where:

- \(U_1\) is a question or a query,
- \(U_2\) is a subsequent answer or response to \(U_1\), and
- \(U_3\) is a follow-up response to \(U_2\).

We specifically focus on extracting subsets of conversations where \(U_1\) represents a question as questions inherently set the stage for informative and contextually connected responses. As such, this setup significantly increases the likelihood of \(U_2\) and, consequently, \(U_3\) being contextually relevant. Under this configuration, the goal is to investigate how the length of \(U_2\) (either long or short) affects a model’s follow-up response \(U_3\). In other words, given \(U_1\) along with a longer \(U_{2, \text{long}}\) or a shorter \(U_{2, \text{short}}\), we generate and analyze the corresponding \(U_{3, \text{long}}\) or \(U_{3, \text{short}}\). Figure 2 presents an overview of the modeling process which includes two primary steps: data preparation and response generation.

3.2 Data Preparation

This includes two sub-steps described as follows:

1. **Question Identifier**  From a conversation we specifically select instances where \(U_1\) is determined to be a question if it contains a question mark, ensuring that \(U_1\) and \(U_2\) are a question-answer pair, respectively, to maximize the contextual similarity between the two utterances and to minimize the possibility of topic shift.

2. **Utterance Compressor**  Next, we sample conversations where the length of \(U_2\) is more than...
some threshold $t_{long}$ to serve as our $U_{2long}$ instances. Note that $U_{2long}$ is the original unmodified utterance from the conversation. For reducing the length of these utterances to shorter utterances while maintaining their overall meaning, one could employ a heuristically based approach or rewrite it automatically. We choose a model-in-the-loop module to generate $U_{2short}$ from $U_{2long}$ by prompting a generative language model as follows:

Q: Convert this sentence to another full sentence as short as it can be while keeping the same meaning, strongly prefer less than $\{t_{short}\}$ words: $+ \{U_{2long}\}$.

This prompt is used to generate shorter versions $U_{2short}$ of the answer utterance. In our experiments, we use OpenAI’s GPT-3 model and to ensure the validity of the generated condensed versions, we further manually reviewed each example and filtered out those that were not similar in meaning. As the focus of this study is to investigate the effect of utterance lengths, developing more efficient methods for compressing the utterances is left for future work.

3.3 Response Generation

Recall that $U_1$ is a question, $U_{2long}$ is the longer/original response to $U_1$, and $U_{2short}$ is the shorter response to $U_1$. The next step is to generate the follow-up responses $U_{3long}$ and $U_{3short}$ for $U_{2long}$ and $U_{2short}$, respectively.

While several good conversation models exist, we generate these follow-up responses using GPT-3 by simulating a conversation between AI and a human. Our prompts are designed as follows:

AI: $\{U_1\}$
Human: $\{U_{2long/short}\}$
AI: $\{U_{3long/short}\}$

Following this design, we can facilitate the model to ask the question ($U_1$) first, which we then answer with $U_{2long}$ and $U_{2short}$, and finally collect the responses generated by the model. Figure 3 presents an example prompt and output from GPT-3.

3.4 Implementation

The GPT-3 model we used is text-davinci-003, which was built on top of InstructGPT. For all the experiments, we used the same settings when calling the GPT-3 API as utterance compressor and response generator. The following hyperparameter settings were used: a sampling temperature of 0.9 to generate more diverse responses, a maximum number of generated tokens limited to 150, nucleus sampling set as default to 1 to choose the highest probability response, frequency of penalty set to 0 to not penalize frequently used words, presence penalty set to 0.6 to penalize words that appear frequently in the input text, and $n$ set as 3 to get the best three responses from GPT-3. Based on preliminary experiments, the length threshold $t_{long}$ is empirically set as 7 words and $t_{short}$ as 4 words.
What were you and Richard talking about earlier? It looked intense.

Yeah, Richard said something to me that I didn’t appreciate.

Richard offended me.

Oh, no. I know how insensitive he can be. What has he done now?

I’m sorry to hear that. Can you tell me more about the situation?

I’m sorry to hear that. Can you tell me what happened?

Table 1: Sample instance from T\textsc{imeDial} dataset. $U_1$ denotes the question utterance, $U_{2{\text{long}}}$ is the original long response, $U_{2{\text{short}}}$ is the condensed response, $U_3$ is the reference utterance from the dataset, and $U_{3{\text{long}}}$ and $U_{3{\text{short}}}$ are the model generated utterances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utterance</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$U_1$</td>
<td>What were you and Richard talking about earlier? It looked intense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{2{\text{long}}}$</td>
<td>Yeah, Richard said something to me that I didn’t appreciate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{2{\text{short}}}$</td>
<td>Richard offended me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_3$</td>
<td>Oh, no. I know how insensitive he can be. What has he done now?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{3{\text{long}}}$</td>
<td>I’m sorry to hear that. Can you tell me more about the situation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{3{\text{short}}}$</td>
<td>I’m sorry to hear that. Can you tell me what happened?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Experiment Setup

This section describes the datasets and the evaluation metrics used in our analysis.

4.1 Datasets

Five existing conversation datasets are used, from which we extract subconversations consisting of three consecutive utterances: $U_1$, $U_{2{\text{long}}}$ and $U_3$. Note that $U_3$ serves as our reference text against which we evaluate the generated responses. One sample instance is shown in Table 1, while Table 2 presents the statistics of all five datasets. The datasets include:

- \textsc{ProsocialDialog} (PD) (Kim et al., 2022), a large-scale multi-turn dialogue dataset aimed at teaching conversational agents to respond to problematic content in accordance with social norms. The dataset covers topics that are unethical, problematic, biased, or toxic.

- \textsc{Commonsense-Dialogues} (CD) (Zhou et al., 2021), a crowdsourced dataset of dialogues grounded in social contexts, which involve the utilization of commonsense.

- \textsc{TimeDial} (TD) (Qin et al., 2021), a crowdsourced dataset that contains multiple-choice cloze tasks.

- \textsc{Topical-Chat} (TC) (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019), a dataset with human-human conversations about knowledge spanning eight broad topics (fashion, politics, books, sports, general entertainment, music, science and technology, and movies).

- \textsc{Ubuntu Dialogue} (UD) (Lowe et al., 2015), a dataset with two-person conversations extracted from the Ubuntu chat logs that provide technical support for various Ubuntu-related problems.

Table 2: Statistics of the datasets. ‘#Conv.’ indicates the number of subconversations extracted and used in this work where $U_1$ is a question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># Conv.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textsc{ProsocialDialog} (PD)</td>
<td>636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commonsense-Dialogues (CD)</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textsc{TimeDial} (TD)</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textsc{Topical-Chat} (TC)</td>
<td>579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubuntu Dialogue (UD)</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

We report the results using a variety of metrics of automatic evaluation as well as human assessment.

Automatic Evaluation To measure the quality of generated follow-up responses, we use three metrics to compare the similarity between $U_{3{\text{long}}/\text{short}}$ and the reference response $U_3$. (i) ROUGE-L\(^2\) (Lin, 2004) compares the longest common subsequence of words between the machine generated text and the reference text, normalized by the total number of words in the reference text. (ii) METEOR\(^3\) (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) calculates the harmonic mean of unigram precision and recall, with a penalty for reordering of words and is a measure of how well the machine generated text aligns with the reference text. (iii) BERTScore\(^4\) (Zhang* et al., 2020) uses the BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019) to evaluate the quality of machine generated text by calculating the similarity between the

\(^2\)https://pypi.org/project/rouge-score/

\(^3\)https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.translate.meteor_score.html

\(^4\)https://huggingface.co/spaces/evaluate-metric/bertscore.html
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Table 3: Experimental results of generating follow-up responses in conversations. ‘L’ denotes the results with long form utterances, and, conversely, ‘S’ denotes the results with shorter utterances. Due to the variability of responses, for each setting, we obtain three model generated responses. ‘Avg.’ is the average of the three generated responses, whereas ‘Max.’ reports their highest score. The datasets include PD (PROSOCIALDIALOG, CD (Commonsense-Dialo-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>ROUGE-L</th>
<th>METER</th>
<th>BERTScore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. (L-S)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Human Evaluation We also conduct a manual assessment of the generated follow-up responses by having annotators estimate the similarity between the reference text and the generated text using cosine similarity between the embeddings. ROUGE-L measures overlap, considering word order and match length, while METEOR aligns generated text with reference text, and BERTScore assesses semantic similarity. All three metrics' scores range from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating a perfect match between the generated text and the reference text, and 0 indicating a complete mismatch.

5 Results and Discussion

From the results detailed in Table 3, we observe that, surprisingly, the average scores for the long and shorter length settings remain comparable, with the difference between them (as indicated in the last row) ranging from 0.01 to 0.02. These findings suggest that, while using the longer \( U_{3\text{long}} \) input yields a slightly better quality in the generated \( U_{3\text{long}} \), compared to using \( U_{2\text{short}} \) for generating \( U_{3\text{short}} \), the actual difference between the two versions of the generated texts remains minimal (around 1% for ROUGE-L and METEOR, and 0.4% for BERTScore).

Next, we discuss the results of human evaluation. 54% of the annotations were marked as ‘both’ or ‘neither’, whereas 22.5% and 23% of the annotations preferred \( U_{3\text{long}} \) and \( U_{3\text{short}} \), respectively, as the better response. This further confirms that the quality of \( U_{3\text{long}} \) and \( U_{3\text{short}} \) remains comparable as per human evaluation.

One possible explanation for the relatively small disparity in the quality between \( U_{3\text{long}} \) and \( U_{3\text{short}} \) is provided by further analysis of these responses. As Table 4 illustrates, despite the significant compression of \( U_{2\text{long}} \) to \( U_{2\text{short}} \) by approximately 72% (as indicated by ‘% compressed’), the lengths of the generated responses \( U_{3\text{long}} \) and \( U_{3\text{short}} \) remain remarkably comparable, with differences not exceeding 2 words on average. Lastly, we notice that the GPT-3 model tends to generate responses that are substantially more verbose than \( U_3 \), an observation that aligns with findings reported in several recent works (Goyal et al., 2023; Chiesurin et al., 2023).

These findings suggest that a significant reduction in the number of input tokens in these question-answer subconversations may not necessarily impact the generation of the follow-up response. This
may be due to the presence of $U_1$ in the input which provides sufficient context for the model to generate the subsequent responses.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we explored the nuanced dynamics of utterance length in conversational modeling. Our investigation revealed that, particularly in question-answer and follow-up response contexts, significantly shorter utterances do not adversely impact the model’s ability in generating coherent and contextually appropriate follow-up responses.

The findings of this study suggest a potential avenue for exploring utterance length as a factor in enhancing the efficiency of language models for conversational tasks from a novel perspective. By acknowledging the effectiveness of shorter inputs, future research can examine alternative token reduction techniques and the linguistic nuances of shortened inputs, aiming to optimize the balance between brevity and performance.

Limitations

This work has a few notable limitations. First, we measured the quality of the generated texts ($U_{3\text{long}/\text{short}}$) by comparing them to the original dialogue utterance ($U_3$) as reference that was present in the dataset. However, in open-ended text generation, there can be several acceptable references. While our evaluation method captures essential aspects of the conversation, it might not cover every nuance. Recent LLM-based evaluations like G-Eval (Liu et al., 2023) which employs chain-of-thoughts or MEEP (Ferron et al., 2023) which focuses on estimating dialogue engagingness could offer deeper insights into the quality of the generated responses. Additionally, the original average length of $U_3$ was found to be substantially shorter than the responses generated by the LLM, which could further impact the evaluation scores. It may be worth experimenting with setting GPT-3’s maximum token limit closer to the average length of $U_3$. It is also worth mentioning that our empirical analysis focuses on utterances which are preceded by a question, therefore, making the response somewhat less unexpected. The effectiveness of this approach in conversations with sudden topic drifts or changes remains to be studied. We also acknowledge that compressing $U_2$ using GPT-3 may not be the most efficient approach and a heuristic method would be more ideal for this experiment considering the efficiency factor.

Furthermore, this study was conducted with GPT-3, and since then, there have been significant advancements in the field of large language models, including the release of GPT-4 and other open-source models. Future work could benefit from replicating and extending this experiment with these advanced models to compare the effectiveness and efficiency of dialogue generation and compression.
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